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PREFACE
For three days early in October, 1954, forty-nine city, state, county,
and regional school library supervisors met together at Allerton House,
the attractive conference facility maintained by the University of Illinois
at the Robert Allerton Park near Monticello, Illinois. They had come
together at the invitation of the faculty of the University of Illinois Li-
brary School to consider and talk about several aspects of the new and
rapidly developing field of school library supervision. The original
idea for a conference on school library supervision developed over a
period of several months and grew out of the requests from supervisors
from various parts of the country for instruction in the philosophy and
techniques of school library supervision.
The Institute Planning Committee under the able chairmanship of
Professor Alice Lohrer, wisely decided to aim the Institute at the ex-
perienced library supervisor already in a responsible position. In so
doing, it was possible to plan a meeting at a relatively advanced level.
The program of the institute was built around the problems of the multi-
library situation at all levels: state, county, town, city, and the con-
solidated unit district.
The institute planners began with the notion that the organization of
the modern American public school has made necessary a new group of
supervisory personnel, not only for school libraries but for other aspects
of the school's program as well, resulting from the creation of multi-
school, and thus multi-library systems. The institute was concerned
with the administrative problems growing out of this form or organiza-
tion. The institute committee also singled out two of the over-all major
problems of the school library supervisor which they considered of para-
mount importance: collection development, and the evaluation of li-
brary services.
Each of the major presentations other than that of Dean Dodds and
Director Downs, was followed by a full discussion period. Miss Lohrer
was chairman of the first and last day's sessions with Thelma Eaton and
Marie M. Hostetter in the chair Tuesday morning and Tuesday afternoon,
respectively.
The discussion groups were lead by members of the Library School
faculty. For the discussions the Institute members were divided into
two small groups. For the consideration of administrative problems,
the division was made on the basis of the unit size: state, large city,
and small city; for the consideration of collection development and eval-
uation, the division was made into the elementary school level and the
secondary school level. The "Summary of Group Discussions" is based on
the detailed reports submitted by each discussion leader and for the most
part preserves the wording of these reports. The editor has only rear-
ranged the material bringing it together by major topic.
An introduction to the work of the conference and a final concluding
summary, was the responsibility of the editor of these papers both during
the institute and in this permanent record of its proceedings. Finally, for
the reader wishing to go farther with the subject, a selected list of basic
references has been appended.
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INTRODUCTION
In the forward to the brochure announcing the institute, Robert B. Downs
said, "Along with the vast expansion in recent years of libraries and school
librarianship, there has emerged what is, in effect, a new profession- -the
school library supervisor. For administrative direction of school library
systems to guide their growth and development, to bring to them a broad
educational philosophy, and to make uniform their methods and technique s--
nearly all the states and the larger cities of the country now make provisions
for supervisors. "
Supervision of school libraries dates back to the close of the nineteenth
century. Ruth Ersted, * in an article, tells of the appointment in the 1890's
of an inspector in school libraries to the staff of the New York State Educa-
tion Department. In 1891, the Wisconsin State Legislature authorized the
appointment of a clerk to promote the establishment and control of school
libraries. By 1904, the regents of New York State had appointed a school
library supervisor and, in 19H. the Minnesota Legislature established the
office of supervisor of school libraries. In 1915, Wisconsin changed the
position of Library Clerk to Supervisor of School Libraries.
As reported by Dunbar and Lathrop, in 1943, there were thirteen states
having a position of State School Library Supervisor: Alabama, Georgia,
Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, North Caro-
lina, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, and Wisconsin. Of the 13, New York,
Virginia, and Wisconsin had found it necessary to appoint assistant super-
visors to accomplish the work coming to the supervisor's office. In all
states but one, Illinois, the supervisory unit at that time was in the state
department of education.
By 1952, as reported by Ersted, * 25 states had a position of State School
Library Supervisor. To the former group could be added Florida, Missis-
sippi, New Jersey, Kentucky, Connecticut, South Carolina, Texas, Michi-
gan, Massachusetts, Arkansas, Washington, and Maryland. By this time
also, the positions in Illinois and Indiana which had been under the state li-
braries had now been moved to the state department of education. By 1955,
from the list in the American Library Association's Membership Directory
of that date, 30 states had school library supervisory positions. Utah was
dropped from the list, but new states were Arizona, Colorado, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, South Dakota, and Vermont.
At the same time, the development of supervisory positions at the city,
town, and county level, has also proceeded apace. The 1955 ALA Directory
lists a total of 257 supervisors at the local level. They appear in some 33
different states, of which California has the most, a total of 41. Illinois
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follows with 26; North Carolina 21; Michigan 18; Washington 17; New York
14; Florida 13; Oregon 12; and Arizona 10. The remaining states have only
a few each. Only 118 local supervisors were listed in the 1949 issue of the
same Directory. Prior to that date the Membership Directory did not list
city, town, and county school library supervisors, although state super-
visors were included.
School library supervisors throughout the country are beginning to feel
their community of interest and problems. The first major conference of
supervisors was held June 26-27, 1952 at the U.S. Office of Education, at
which time 60 city, county, and state supervisors gathered from all parts
of the country for an intensive workshop on supervision. For some years,
school library supervisors have been meeting together at the American Li-
brary Association conferences.
The increase in the number of supervisory positions is, in a way, rec-
ognition of their value. A more positive measure is, of course, the im-
provement in library service where supervision has been introduced.
Douglas has said, "Even a superficial consideration of statistical data will
show the marked and rapid growth [of school libraries] in the states with
supervisors and with few exceptions the more limited development in many
of the others. " Mildred Batchelder has also claimed as of 1950 that,
"many good school libraries can be found in states without state school li-
brary supervisors, but the 25 states with such leadership have a higher
general level of services than most states without supervisors. "'
These are subjective evaluations to be sure, although the comments of
people who are certainly competent to make judgments. No comprehensive,
objective evaluations have yet been made, and it would be desirable that
such be accomplished in the near future. Lucile Fargo 's influential book
on school library work has, in its several editions, pressed for the central-
ized organization of school libraries. In the latest edition she has this to
say, "As the years have passed and demands for library service in the lower
grades as well as the high school have grown, the organization, admini-
stration and supervision of school library service from a special depart-
ment either in the public library or in the school system have in many cases
become a necessity. Such centralization has proved its value. It is good
educational practice, good administration, and good economy. It is good
educational practice because it means a unified program and expert super-
vision and because the library needs of the system can be viewed as a whole,
elementary schools and junior high schools receiving their due share of con-
sideration with senior high schools where library work may actually be de-
veloping at the expense of the grades. It is good administration and good
economy because much organizational work (cataloging, classifying, etc. )
can be carried on more efficiently and more economically by an expert
staff in a central office than by isolated and sometimes ill-prepared li -
brarians working independently and because books may often be centrally
acquired at a better discount and with less expenditure of energy than when
each librarian carries through the process independently. "8
To fill the posts of school library supervisors at any of the levels, em-
ployers have turned to the successful practitioner in the field. Without
doubt some of the ablest librarians in school and children's and young peo-
ple's work have been recruited for these posts. The positions on the whole
are well-paying, carry a great deal of responsibility and influence, and
challenge the best efforts of the most capable people.
Without any specific guidance, and often in a position of creating an en-
tirely new endeavor, those who have been appointed to supervisory posts
have had to proceed largely by trial and error. That they have proceeded
so well is an indication of their ability, interest, industry, and imagination.
But even granting their success, they are as a group and as individuals
seeking assistance. As their need is immediate and specific, the best an-
swer at the moment seems to be the provision of in-service training oppor-
tunities such as institutes and workshops. A full four- week workshop on
school library supervision was held at the University of Illinois Library
School under the direction of Mary Peacock Douglas in the summer of 1956.
Undoubtedly there will be several activities of this type during the next few
years throughout the country.
The papers that follow do not comprise a comprehensive discussion of
the entire field of school library supervision. Neither do they provide a
detailed manual of practice for the guidance of the newly appointed super-
visor. They do, however, bring together some basic ideas and practical
suggestions sufficient for an introduction to the subject. The fuller, defin-
itive statement has yet to be written on this area of librarianship.
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Chapter I
SUPERVISION IN THE MODERN SCHOOL
B. L. Dodds
The concept of what is involved in supervision in the school has changed
radically within recent decades. Typically it is often assumed that this
change is entirely a result of a change in attitude or point of view described
by the term "democratic" supervision as contrasted with "autocratic"
supervision. This is too simple an explanation of the changes which are
taking place. Certainly there is a greater knowledge and sophistication
today concerning group action and the means of securing cooperative work
which certainly lends support to a type of supervisory program which calls
upon people to work as a group rather than under the domination of one in-
dividual. However, these changes in general cannot be understood without
examining briefly some of the general trends in organization of American
public schools. In particular it is pertinent to make some observations con-
cerning four developments which have affected supervisory organization.
These may be briefly summarized as follows:
(1) Changes resulting from the increasing complexity of our schools
arising from the increase in the number of programs, services, and offer-
ings now being made available.
(2) Changes arising from the presence of more highly specialized and
better prepared staff at both the operational and supervisory level.
(3) Changes resulting from better understanding of the complexity of
human relations as they affect supervision.
(4) Changes evolving from new patterns of administrative and supervisory
staff organization.
Certainly there is no need to catalog the fact that the schools of today are
much more complicated in their operation than those of previous generations.
At all levels the offerings and educational services available have increased.
Related to the formal educational program there has been an increasing body
of special services in the fields of health, guidance, and recreation which
have become associated with the schools. Paralleling this increase in scope
and complexity of program has been the development of many additional spe-
cial services. Accompanying this also has been the availability of a widely
increasing range of instructional and teaching materials. The period of de-
pending upon a single textbook in a course of study or the period of assum-
ing that a school is primarily only a series of classes has long since passed.
An increasing number of programs of adult education are being developed
which are at least in some degree associated with public schools.
The growth in complexity has resulted in the growth of the need for spe-
cialized staff. Specialization extends not only into the particular subject
fields of teaching but also into the many fields of special services which
are now available in the schools. With specialization there has come a
necessary change in the attitude of the administrative officials regarding
the role that they fill. The role of the administrator today is much more
that of providing coordination and communication between the various spe-
cialists who may form a part of the total school staff. No longer is it pos-
sible for the administrator to play the role of the specialist in all fields of
the school.
The present day concept of the organization and the supervision is rad-
ically different from that which might have been considered appropriate in
the past. The word "supervisor" has come into disrepute. Perhaps this
grew out of a period which was more authoritarian in its general flavor than
that which we have today. Perhaps in an earlier period when the education
of the personnel employed in schools was much lower than it is today, it
was possible and perhaps necessary for the supervisor or the administrator
to play the role of the all-wise expert. However, the time when the school
administrator or supervisor can act as the autocrat, no matter how kindly
a one, or as the wise fount of all knowledge, is long since passed. The cli-
mate of opinion among school personnel simply today does not react to that
type of professional leadership.
Therefore, we are now in a period where we are attempting to develop
new concepts of organization. In such a period there is necessarily much
uncertainty and a considerable fluidity in organization. In general one
might characterize these changes as having a more equalitarian or demo-
cratic flavor but this does perhaps in a sense miss the operational end of
such organization. The aim of any adequately organized and supervisory
program should be to draw to the fullest upon the resources of all people
who work in that program. Under this concept the role of the head super-
visor, consultant or whatever term may be used (and certainly there have
been some highly non- descriptive terms used in the effort to avoid the use
of the word
"supervisor"), will be much less that of direction or domi-
nation. Leadership, which is a term with a rather elusive meaning, is
nevertheless probably as descriptive a term as we possess to describe
the supervisory role. Nevertheless, there is a solid core of ideasin
that the supervisor, the consultant, and the coordinator has an obligation
to draw upon all of the resources available in the staff personnel within
the organization. While there may be in some of the descriptions of this
type of operation a considerable degree of sentimentalism, fundamentally
it is sound, not only because it is respectful of human beings but because,
organizationally, it is to the interest of all concerned to draw upon all the
resources of intelligence and initiative available in any given group of peo-
ple. In addition this type of operation is today much more feasible than
might have been possible in a period when larger numbers of the school staff
had very limited training. Today with our requirements, we cannot make
the assumption that any of the people working in professional positions in
schools are without at least a modest background in education and generally
in experience. It should be emphasized that the responsibility of the super-
visor does not disappear into the general context of a committee simply be-
cause of this type of operation. Actually this role of leadership is in many
ways more difficult, more time consuming, and demands a higher order of
unde r standing .
There is finally another developing responsibility which is extremely
important and about which the director of school library service needs to
be concerned. One of the problems of the larger and more complicated
school organization is that of securing the coordinated study and develop-
ment of the school curriculum and services. Increasingly school curricu-
lum programs have been based upon the belief that these programs should
grow out of the work and study of staff members in that school. Increasing-
ly also curriculum study organization has included representation of differ-
ent departments and services rather than assuming that such developments
take place within departments or special fields. It is here that the director
of school library services has a particular role to play. Not only should
this individual have contributions to make in the design of general programs
in the school but as a very practical matter much of the developments that
are going on in school curriculums and school programs are dependent upon
the kinds and types of materials that can be made available for such pro-
grams.
The person with the special knowledge of materials, and the word mate-
rials should include not only books but also other kinds of instructional ma-
terials, has a personal contribution to make, not only in servicing the group
but in giving them ideas of programs that may be possible because of the
kind of instructional materials that can be made available. In this sense
then, the library becomes not only a service center to the school but in a
real sense, the center of the school program contributing ideas in a posi-
tive way and taking an active part in the development of programs. There
have been times when too much emphasis has been placed on purely the
service aspect of the library in the school and not enough emphasis upon
the resource people available with highly specialized knowledge and infor-
mation who can actively assist in a program of school improvement.
8The observations which have been made are obviously only suggestive
and necessarily sketchy. It is appropriate to emphasize that with our ex-
panding educational system and with the ever increasing body of available
instructional materials, the possibilities for service and responsibilities
of those who work in supervisory and developmental fields in this area
have greatly increased. Certainly this should be both stimulating and
challenging.
Chapter II
THE SCHOOL LIBRARY SUPERVISOR AT THE STATE LEVEL
Mary Peacock Douglas
The problems confronting the school library supervisor fall in a pattern
of categories although there is much overlapping. This chapter deals with
some of the problems which stand out under these various headings:
I - Understanding the state as a whole and its needs
Before the state school library supervisor can begin to plan his work very
definitely, he must first know a great deal about his own state, not only edu-
cationally but economically, socially, politically, and in every other respect.
He must also know his state in relation to other states. While there is a
wealth of statistical data available, that is only one source of information.
On the spot observations need to be made, for no two localities within the
state may be identical. The philosophy of the people, the educational phi-
losophy of the educators, have direct bearing on the program of school li-
brary supervision. Truly, how to become saturated with information about
the state is a problem. It affects, for example, what are attainable stan-
dards which should be promoted for the state as contrasted with what may
be desirable long-term standards for school libraries per se. This one area
may boil down to whether or not national school library standards should be
the state standards for accreditation of schools. This problem is placed
first because it has direct bearing on all other problems which are faced.
II - The supervisor's capacity for the job.
The supervisor's capacity for the job is of concern to the state school
administrator as he seeks to find a qualified person, but it becomes a per-
sonal problem for each supervisor as soon as he is on the job. It behooves
each to be constantly aware of it. The position of a state school library su-
pervisor is without doubt the most challenging, exciting, and exacting po-
sition in the school library profession. It is also the most exhausting.
Therein lies one of the acute problems of the state school library super-
visor-having the physical and emotional, let alone the intellectual, stam-
ina to stick it out long enough for results to be apparent.
Because the success or failure of the program is so inherently tied up
with the individual who heads it, first consideration will be given to some
of the attributes which seem desirable in this leader. The qualities are
largely those which are important for any position of leadership: a sense
of humor, alertness and enthusiasm, ability to put one's self in the other
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fellow's position, ability to put the job to be done above personal feelings,
a vision that sees beyond the measure of today. The supervisor may ex-
pect certain criticism, for the public will be exacting and demanding. The
supervisor must anticipate trends and needs, must face problems with
courage and tact, with vision and knowledge and understanding. All of
these attributes can be developed by conscious effort to make them become
habits. Perhaps supervisors need to look at themselves to see how they
measure up in their own estimation for it is certain that they will be meas-
ured by others.
There are other qualifications which may be set: (1) a good general ed-
ucation, (2) thorough knowledge of the field of school libraries, and (3)
professional standing in both the educational and library fields. Because
of his professional duties, the school library supervisor must have spe-
cific knowledge as to -
(1) How to supervise in his own field, and how its administration
fits into the whole educational program.
(2) What the objectives of the entire school program are and the
contribution which school libraries can make to it.
(3) How school libraries have developed historically - nationally
and also in his own state.
(4) How state and federal legislation, rules, and regulations affect
his department.
(5) What his philosophy of education is and what his philosophy of
school libraries is.
(6) How to use administrative devices that are common in his field.
(7) How to recognize good school library practices and how to im-
prove those that are below standards.
(8) What equipment and supplies for school libraries are desirable,
how they are used, and what are the best sources.
(9) What materials are desirable, how they are used, and what are the
best sources.
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(10) How to use statistical methods for interpreting school libraries -
what to collect, how to collect, and how to present the informa-
tion.
(11) How to organize materials and to prepare courses of study and other
bulletins.
(12) How to carry on an adequate public relations program.
Pursuing the matter of philosophy a little farther, a few years ago a
distinguished librarian flatly stated that there was no philosophy of school
libraries and that school librarians themselves had no idea where they were
going. Now I did not agree with him because I thought our philosophy was
pretty well stated in School Libraries for Today and Tomorrow, 1 but I
made a point for some time of asking school librarians what their philos-
ophy was, and I heard considerable stammering and stuttering. I spelled
mine out in 1946 and my philosophy is still the same, although I hope its
growing edge has matured as the years have progressed. Now the problem
in relation to the state school library supervisor's philosophy is that he
make clear what he hopes to accomplish and why he considers libraries a
necessary part of the educational program, and that he know the area of
his responsibility and be able to justify his work on the basis of his philos-
ophy.
Ill - The supervisor's responsibilities.
If all the state supervisors were to write out their areas of responsibil-
ity, it is likely that while no two would be alike there would be considerable
similarity. Normally the employment of a state school library supervisor
pre- supposes a recognized need for skilled guidance in the area of libraries.
His especial responsibility is to conceive of the possibilities of the library
in the school program and of the aspects of it which make it effective. He
is expected to think ahead of his group, but to remain behind to work with
it. He must see the library as an integral part of the whole educational pro-
gram rather than an adjunct of it, and at the same time, must find ways of
helping others to utilize the library's potential possibilities.
The statement in School Libraries for Today and Tomorrow is concise
and pointed, and bears repetition here. "The state director of the school
library program should have the responsibility for
1. Interpretation of school library service, the adaptation of national
school library standards to make them consistent with the state
program, and the promotion of continual qualitative and quantita-
tive improvements in school library service.
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2. Evaluation of school libraries and stimulation of every school,
elementary and secondary, to reach or exceed state and national
standards.
3. Interpretation of state laws and regulations regarding school li-
braries.
4. Cooperation with other education and library agencies and depart-
ments of the state and with institutions responsible for the ed-
ucation of teachers and librarians.
5. Provision for information, advice, and aid to school librarians,
other teachers, and administrators through school visits, con-
ferences, and correspondence on problems related to school li-
braries.
6. Preparation and distribution of materials which interpret the work
of the school library and promote improved library support and
service.
7. Collection and organization of statistical and factual data about
school libraries in the state.
8. Encouragement of school librarians to participate in local, state,
and national professional organizations and activitiesl'
It may be well to tie down some of these responsibilities more specifical-
ly. What does the state school library supervisor do? The duties maybe
listed many ways and one of the best references on the topic is an article
entitled "A Study of the Need for a State School Library Consultant Service
for California, " in the Bulletin of the School Library Association of Califor-
nia for November 1 9497-3 For myself I have phrased them as follows:
INTERPRETS school library service by
(1) Building an understanding and appreciation of libraries in the edu-
cative process.
(2) Meeting with staff members of educational groups to share in
curriculum building and to introduce books and materials.
(3) Representing the library idea among administrators, supervisors,
classroom teachers, and special teacher groups.
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(4) Talking to groups and individuals, both professional and non-
professional, about the services which should be expected from
libraries .
(5) Collecting, tabulating, interpreting, and distributing statis-
tical data about libraries.
(6) Writing for publication articles on library achievements and
services.
IMPROVES school library service by
(1) Improving the collections of books and materials through exam-
ination of new materials and by advice on purchases; by prepara-
tion of recommended lists of materials; by assistance in weeding
collections of out-of-date and unsuitable materials; by helping
with technical information on the organization of the collection.
(2) Giving help in planning library quarters through advice on loca-
tion and needs; preparation of floor plans; recommendations for
decorations, furnishings, and equipment.
(3) Assistance in locating and placing personnel through cooperation
with training agencies, and by in-service education programs to
make for more effective service.
(4) Assisting in the preparation of budgets to provide adequately
for school library services.
(5) Developing a program of instruction in the use of library mater-
ials to meet the needs of teachers and pupils on all grade levels.
(6) Promoting standards of service suited to the educational needs
and by evaluating the resulting program.
(7) Coordinating the whole program of school library service.
EXTENDS school library service by
(1) Recognizing the need for school library service in elementary
as well as high schools and by working to provide library ser-
vice at all educational levels.
(2) Cooperating with other library agencies.
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(3) Cooperating with library and teacher training agencies.
(4) Participating in curriculum development.
(5) Publicizing the school library program.
Every one of these responsibilities has its own peculiar problems, each
of which might be explored in detail.
IV - The supervisor's use of time.
An acute problem related to the carrying out of duties is how to encom-
pass all those activities effectively in, shall we say, a twenty-four hour
day. Perhaps an honest-to-goodness time-motion study needs to be made
somewhere and then specific recommendations forwarded to each super-
visor. Here is some detailed data which may point up this problem. In
the period from 1930-1940, a tabulation made from the monthly reports
made by the writer to the North Carolina State Superintendent of Public In-
struction reveals the following:
Number of school visits 1311
Counties visited for definite work
in schools (N.C. has 100 counties) 100
Teachers meetings attended 170
Conferences of Superintendents
and Principals attended 140
Articles prepared for publication 86
Radio programs given 35
Other meetings attended 345
Mimeographed bulletins prepared
and distributed 77
Mimeographed "School Library
Letters" prepared and sent to
school libraries 74
Printed manuals prepared on school
library service 13
Speeches 243
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Correspondence bulks large in the supervisor's work. A day by day
count in 1940 in North Carolina showed that 2, 370 pieces of first class and
1, 891 pieces of second and fourth class mail were received during the year,
a total of 4,261 pieces. During the last six months of 1940 364 books were
received, and read, from publishers for review. It so happened that a
study of what the state school supervisors in North Carolina did with their
time was made during 1940 and each of the staff was asked to prepare cer-
tain data, which explains the use of that particular year. The problem of
time utilization is a pressing one. Most of the time one feels as if he were
trying to irrigate the Sahara Desert by spraying it with an atomizer.
A log diary is an excellent means of finding how the time is being used
and as a guide in planning work. Here is a sample taken from the writer's
experience:
August 6, 1945
There have been so many questions as to what a state school library
supervisor does that I have decided to keep a diary for a while.
9:00 A. M. - 12:00 noon - Checked the printer's copy of the high school
library list for the Textbook Division. Noted O. P. 's from previous year,
re-starred list, starred new titles, checked against list of new books (318
titles) to see which titles were not added, checked with T. D. for reasons.
12:00 - 12:40 P. M. - Read morning mail and wrote two letters requiring
immediate attention. (Secretary on vacation)
2:00 - 4:00 P.M. - Attended conference of our staff and nutrition staff
on coordinated instructional program. Worked with nutritionist on outline
for local workshop groups.
4:15 - 4:40 - Met with State Committee on youth problems to discuss
questions on possibilities of the school and public library helping youth to
better adjustment.
4:55 - 5:20 P. M. - Read Library Journal
August 7, 1945 - Tuesday
The chief activity of the day was the preparation of proposals for changes
in the certification of school librarians. Research had been done earlier.
The writing of six hand-written pages required the entire morning. The
supporting- data statement is yet to be done. The following interruptions
occurred between 9:00 A. M. and 12:30 P. M. : 15 Minute request made by
staff member on how to starch and stretch crocheted mats; 20 minutes with
county and city superintendents on references for course in world history,
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comments on renovation of junior high school library planned earlier, com-
mendation that librarian is being employed extra month; 20 minute confer-
ence about certification proposals; 5 minutes to locate information on a
modern author for staff member and suggest book-club book; 5 minutes on
possible outline for study of library materials for teachers for local study
workshops, agreed to prepare outline; 5 minutes to help negro porter find
out where to deliver some mimeographed materials; 15 minutes to consider
approval of applicant for provisional certification for high school library
position at Belmont; 2 minutes to arrange for afternoon conference with
Dr. H. ; 10 minutes to receive and answer telegram; 5 minutes to check li-
brary reports from two schools for one of the supervisors. After each in-
terruption one must go back over material being prepared and "find" him-
self again. After lunch, sent out 10 copies of each of 3 mimeographed items
on religious books requested by two superintendents.
2:15 - 4:45 P. M. - Worked with Dr. H. planning the Southern Associ-
ation workshops to be held in Atlanta in October - Interrupted by 1st grade
teacher to discuss manuscript of book she has prepared. Made appointment
for this two weeks hence. One telephone call in P. M.
7:30 - 9:30 P. M. - read manuscript on public libraries received from
A.L.A. for criticism.
August 8, 1945 - Wednesday
The project for the day was to check 321 titles with annotations received
from Alamance County teachers following their study on knowing and using
books. Actually 17 titles were checked. Other activities which were car-
ried on instead of that anticipated were -
(1) Telephone conversation about the N. C.E.A. Library list. (3 min. )
(2) Conversation with purchasing agent about renewal of subscription to
Subscription Books Bulletin. (5 min. )
(3) Checked handwritten material prepared last week on Alamance County
workshop to see that the explanatory material was ready for typist -
25 pages, (about 20 min. )
(4) Conference with reading specialist from Row, Peterson on primary
readers offered for state adoption. (45 min. )
(5) Arranged by telephone for Library Commission to send over back
issue of magazine wanted by staff member. (5 min. )
(6) Checked typed program for Southern Association meeting in October
and indicated suggestions for rearrangement. (15 min.)
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(7) Talked to Miss G. from N. C.E.A. who brought library list for me
to star. ( 10 min. )
(8) Collected material on Walter de la Mare for staff member who will
give talk. (20 min. )
12 - 1:00
(9) Attended hearing on Scott, Foresman readers offered for adoption.
(60 min.)
(10) Went over program in 6 above with Dr. H.
(11) Started starring N. C.E.A. list (15 min.)
(12) Discussed reading materials for Durham County Tubercular Hospi-
tal with Director. Got up some free materials for adult non-readers,
Offered to check a list for hospital use and get other free materials
sent from warehouse (40 min. )
(13) Completed starring N. C.E.A. library list (30 min. )
(14) Took list to N. C.E.A. at 3:30 P. M.
3:45 - 4:45 P. M. - Personal appointment with doctor for check up.
There is absolutely nothing in that recital which isn't altogether an actual
fact. It must be evident from this that the state school library supervisor
faces no problem greater than how to get done day by day the things that
need to be accomplished.
V - The Supervisor's Techniques.
How to carry out projected activities effectively and efficiently is a per-
sistent problem. No one questions the desirability of approaching all pro-
blems democratically. This is of first concern. The supervisor must ask
himself, "how do I, as a specialist, work with others as a member of a
team concerned with the same general goals?" The school library super-
visor must work with superintendents, with other supervisors, with teach-
ers, with pupils, with teacher-training and library training agencies.
Should the supervisor approach these others directly; or wait for them to
take the initiative? What is the fine line between leadership and acceptance
of direction?
The state school library supervisor has responsibility for participating
in the educational opportunities for boys and girls and that carrying out this
responsibility means participation in staff meetings, in curriculum planning,
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and in all types of in-service programs. The supervisor's concept of li-
brary service is interpreted through relations with Parent-Teacher Assoc-
iations, women's clubs, men's clubs, newspapers, radio, television, and
other public associations. There is a need for aids to help put the mes-
sage across, for example, a filmstrip or series of slides which interprets
the functions of the school library as effectively as the housing of the school
library is presented in the filmstrip Planning School Libraries. In-service
studies for teachers in the utilization of library materials are equally as
important as in-service programs to explore problems of the librarians.
Sooner or later every state school library supervisor faces certain basic
questions. What is the best means of interpreting and extending the elemen-
tary school library. Why is a single, combined library better than a series
of unintegrated classroom collections and how can its value be demonstrated?
What are some ways of recruiting young people into the school library pro-
fession? How can library training agencies be encouraged to give more
consideration and more effective courses related to the school library pro-
gram? How can professional organizations, and especially A.L. A. , be
led to recognize the part that school libraries and school librarians play in
the total professional library picture? What type of professional courses
does the supervisor need in order to carry out an effective program of
school library supervision at the state level? Supervisors have the leader-
ship responsibility to find ways and means to answer some of these ques-
tions.
VI - Evaluating the supervisor's program.
Sometimes the state school library supervisor is so close to the job that
it is difficult to measure or evaluate progress. Some instruments to help
in this regard would be very useful. We now have the cooperative study
Evaluative Criteria"* and Henne's A Planning Guide for the High School Li-
brary Programr'for weighing the worth of the high school library program.
We have the Elementary Evaluative Criteria" for considering the elemen-
tary school library program. We need some guide for ourselves to give us
more confidence as well as more prestige in extending our programs. Per-
haps the bulletin projected at the U.S. Office of Education will be the first
step.
Dr. Wiles' definition of evaluation points up so many of the problems
involved. He says "Evaluation is the process of making judgments that are
to be used as a basis for planning. It consists of establishing goals, col-
lecting evidence concerning growth or lack of growth toward goals, making
judgments about the evidence, and revising procedures and goals in light
of the judgments. It is a procedure for improving the product, the process,
and even the goals themselves. "7
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Finally, in summary, the problems of the state school library supervisor
revolve around the:
(1) Necessity for having a plan for a unified program with clear and
consistent, but understandably flexible objectives.
(2) Necessity for having a schedule (time limit) on some activities.
(3) Necessity for economy in performing certain routines.
(4) Necessity for knowing what duties to attempt and when and how.
(5) Necessity for knowing how and when to delegate responsibility.
(6) Necessity for continuous as well as "result" evaluation.
Progress is often slow with consequent frustration and feeling of failure.
At such times it may help to remember what Dr. J. Y. Joyner, then State
Superintendent of North Carolina, said to a group of educators in 1903:
"Every great thing is growth. Most great things are slow growth . . .
We are in danger of becoming discouraged unless, sometimes, we stop to
take a glance at the accumulated work wrought out in long periods of time
through the combined efforts of many men working at a common task in
larger spheres of action. "
The problems of state school library supervision may be great, but they
should not be insurmountable if we attack them cooperatively and demo-
cratically. .
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Chapter III
THE SCHOOL LIBRARY SUPERVISOR IN THE
CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Mildred L. Nickel
The expression "community unit" is not well known; in Illinois it is used
to designate a school district in which consolidation has taken place, with
one board of education and one administrator for all twelve grades. In the
school year 1944-45 there were 11,955 individual school districts in Illinois,
each with its own board of education. Included in this number were 9, 680
one-teacher elementary schools. Today there are 2,349 school districts,
or 9, 606 less than there were ten years ago. Of this number 327 are com-
munity unit districts.
The original law permitting the formation of a community unit district
was enacted in 1947. It provided that an election be called at which time the
voters would decide whether or not they wanted such a district. A petition
for the election must be signed by 200 or more legal voters of the district;
a maximum tax rate not to exceed $1. 50 for educational purposes and 25 i
for building purposes was to be established; the territory for the new dis-
trict must be compact and contiguous, must have at least 2000 inhabitants,
and must have an assessed valuation of six million dollars or more. Indi-
vidual school buildings are known as "attendance centers. " These must be
provided for grades one through twelve, and free transportation must be pro-
vided for all pupils living over one and one-half miles from a school center.
What does a community unit district look like? It is impossible to give
a definite answer because each one is different. Usually there is one high
school. The number of attendance centers varies from one to as many as
nineteen or twenty. Enrollment varies from about 200 to 6, 000 with the
average falling in the 500-1000 group. The number of square miles included
varies, also; some cover large areas and others have all attendance centers
actually centered in one locality.
.The purpose of any consolidation program is to provide a broader edu-
cational program for the boys and girls. Some of the most obvious improve-
ments noted in community unit districts are that new buildings have been
erected, old ones have been remodeled, and many one-teacher schools have
been closed. The curriculum has been expanded to include music, art, phys-
ical education, vocational subjects, and programs for the handicapped.
Services have been greatly enlarged, also. One now finds music supervisors,
art supervisors, speech correctionists, school nurses, guidance directors,
and librarians working on a unit-wide program. Hot lunch programs are to
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be found in most attendance centers. More instructional aids are provided:
projectors, tape recorders, record players, radios, maps, art supplies,
and library materials.
Unit-wide programs of library service are gaining momentum each year.
There are no accurate figures available concerning the number of districts
with full-time trained librarians, but the number is growing. In some in-
stances the high school librarian serves merely as a clearing house for
ordering new materials for the elementary grades. There are many effec-
tive programs, but no two of them are alike, since each district is differ-
ent. This is as it should be, since the library program in any situation
should be geared to meet local needs. It follows naturally that the work of
a librarian serving one or two attendance centers will differ from that of
one serving fifteen attendance centers scattered over many miles.
The following are some basic recommendations which have been estab-
lished by a state-wide committee of school librarians:
1. The school librarian in any school must have a teachers' certificate.
2. The librarian of a community unit district should know the curricu-
lum, as well as each teacher's methods of teaching. He should then
work with these teachers by demonstrating to them that the librar-
ian wants to serve them by knowing and even anticipating their needs.
3. Book selection aids should be provided for all teachers.
4. Community unit district librarians should make regular visits to all
attendance centers as often as necessary.
5. The ordering and processing of all materials should be centralized.
6. Central records should be kept of all the holdings in the entire unit.
In most instances this consists of a central shelf list and a unit
card catalog. Ideally there would be a shelf list and catalog in each
building too, but practices vary.
7. A central office -work area is needed, one that is not a part of a
school library. In other words, if this central office is in the high
school, it should not be in the work room of the high school library,
under ordinary circumstances.
8. All library materials throughout the unit should be mobile, or fluid,
moving within the building and even from building to building as
they may be needed. At least three districts today use a bookmobile
to serve rural areas; some transport materials by using the school
truck or a school bus, while others allow the librarian mileage to
use his own car.
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9. A more functional library program is possible if there is a central
library in each building. This may not always be possible, but
many schools are utilizing wide corridors or large landings on
stairways to centralize the book collection. In those schools with
no central library, however, materials should still be mobile and
not considered the private property of any one teacher.
10. It would be well for at least one teacher in each building to have
some training in library science, preferably a course in the
selection and use of materials.
11. A school which has twe/ity or more teachers is large enough to
employ a full-time librarian.
12. Reading centers, with open book shelves, should be provided in
each classroom.
13. An adequate budget should be established. It has been found that
a minimum expenditure of $1. 50 per pupil each year for the
purchase of books alone will be adequate in most cases. Additional
funds should be budgeted for the purchase of encyclopedias, maga-
zines, supplies, sets of readers, equipment, etc.
A recent questionnaire asked for the strongest part of the present library
program in unit districts. Answers indicated that they now have more and
better materials available to all, they are more easily accessible, the
teachers and pupils use more materials, and administrators are cooperat-
ing better. When asked for the weakest part of the program, the replies
indicated that trained school librarians are needed, as are more central li-
braries, more money, more clerical help, wider use by more teachers,
and more mobility between buildings. It was encouraging to note that future
plans indicate that more school librarians will be trained, more money will
be available, teachers will be encouraged to participate to a greater extent,
and central libraries will be established. One administrator wrote that he
"sees the need" and "we are trying. " This is a new profession, or widen-
ing of the horizons of an old one, but it is an accomplished fact that more
boys and girls and more teachers are having the advantage of an enriched
library program than ever before.
Chapter IV
THE SCHOOL LIBRARY SUPERVISOR AT THE MUNICIPAL LEVEL
Dilla MacBean
With the vast changes in the rapidly expanding educational program of
today we have witnessed new areas and new services encompased in the cur-
riculum and within the school as school boards, administrators, teachers,
pupils, community leaders of allied social agencies have joined together to
educate the whole child. There is a common desire and endeavor to work
with the individual child according to his abilities, needs and interests so
as to develop a worthy member of society. The library plays an important
role in this program and the concept of it has changed and grown apace.
In discussing supervision in multi-library situations it should be empha-
sized that the fundamental principles are the same regardless of the size of
the city. The organization in large cities is different simply in that the op-
eration is far more complex. In any administrative or supervisory position
it is essential to know the objectives of the institution and their relation to
a department or sub-division of this parent agency. It is then necessary to
formulate purposes and aims based on these objectives for the allied spec-
ialized area. It is likewise important to be directed at all times by these
objectives and purposes. The admonition to a player of any ball game,
"Keep your eye on the ball, " can well be applied to this basic rule in super-
vision. In establishing policies, in direct and indirect contacts with asso-
ciates and with the personnel within the department, these principles will
help maintain a true perspective and keep one from going afield.
What is the difference between a secondary and elementary school library?
The most distinctive difference is in relation to the program. In the ele-
mentary school, groups or whole classes are scheduled regularly to the li-
brary while in the high school students usually come of their own volition
during a free period. Provision is made for single pupils or a small group
to come to the elementary school library other than the scheduled period so
as to locate immediate information to take back for the class, or a com-
mittee to work on some phase of a unit of work. There is increasing evi-
dence of the trend for conference rooms adjoining the libraries in both high
schools and elementary schools where a teacher may bring an entire class
for use of varied materials in his instructional program. Here may be lo-
cated books, periodicals, pamphlets and audio-visual aids on a given sub-
ject and here the teacher ha.s the assistance of the librarian. It is essential
when these conference rooms are part of the library quarters that a sched-
ule be maintained from day to day for classes accompanied by teachers or
for groups of students working on a given project. Arrangements have to
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be made in advance for this phase of the library program if it is to be really
effective. But in the elementary school library a controlled situation of
class groups is the dominant difference from that in the high schools.
One must recognize the junior high school in the structure of a city sys-
tem. Some cities maintain a 8-4-2 program, others a 6-3-3 program,
while some have a 6-2-4- program. In any case, the junior high school, is
similar to that of the high school inasmuch as the school is departmentalized
and the pupils usually have scheduled study periods. As a rule the pupils
are admitted to the library by permit.
Elementary schools a^re charged with teaching the mechanics of reading. *
At the same time the pupil must have access to wide variety of reading mat-
erials from pre-primers and picture books to those of ever-increasing dif-
ficulty. On this premise the elementary school library formulates its ob-
jectives. The first is to stimulate a love of reading and develop good read-
ing habits of good books, both of which are essential in laying the foundation
for literary appreciation. The second is to supplement curriculum needs.
The latter runs fairly parallel with the first as the child is innately curious
about the world and things around him during these formative years and sub-
ject matter taken up in the classroom is reflected in his selection of read-
ing material from the library.
Libraries in the elementary school are learning centers and promote
both skills and attitudes, such as:
1. A background for reading readiness
2. Mental, social and emotional development
3. Appreciation for good literature
4. Guidance
5. Critical evaluation of materials
6. Problem solving
7. Skills in using materials
8. Recreational reading
9. Sharing of ideas
Equally important to the objectives and purposes of the elementary school
library and the consideration of the structure of the school's program is a
thorough knowledge of the administration of the school system by the library
supervisor. In a big city system there are many departments, bureaus,
divisions and sections. It is incumbent upon the supervisor to know the
functions and duties of each, to understand the relationship of one to another,
and to be conversant and well acquainted with the personnel as far as pos-
sible. Upon this knowledge, understanding and acquaintance the success
of the supervisor is proportionately dependent.
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In many large cities where school systems have been surveyed and de-
tailed reports are published, the functions of these various sub- divisions
are outlined according to line and staff_officers_._ The lFormer__dej3ignate' the
administrative directives from the Superintendent through the Assistant
Superintendents, District Superintendents to principals of individuaTTschools.
The~latter designate administrative directives from the Superintendent'
throughlhe Assistant Superintendents to Directors and Supervisors in the
departments charged with services to the kindergarten through high s"cHool
or junior college grades. The school library directorjpr^ smpervis6r~Ts but
one^xTmany responsible_for such services to the schools.
The director or supervisor holds an enviable position regarding the spe-
cialized area to which he is assigned in relation to the administrative offi-
(^cers and associates with whom he works. To an extent he is considered the
authority to this group in regard to his chos/bn field. He stands ready to pro-
vide such information whether the query is about national trends and stan-
dards or specific information pertaining to organization and administration
within the system. He establishes policies for these in the special service
area with the approval of the immediate superior officer. He recommends
the requirements of education and training in his field for the employment
oTpersonnel in the system. He is consulted regarding quarters, types and
specifications of equipment and supplies. He serves as chairman of com-
mittees in the selection of materials. He serves as a consultant and makes
recommendations regarding budget percentages or amounts.
This director or supervisor on the other hand serves the personnel as-
signed in the special area to the individual units or schools within the sys-
tem in the capacity which the title denotes. It is well to consider here the
-X attitude of aversion toward the position of supervisor that is apparent as
expressed through professional literature and conferences. Tjie_exe<cise
of dictatorial directions has been rightly criticized by teachers. The true
concept of this position has emerged and is interpreted in professional lit-
erature and in practice. The most important qualification of the supervisor
is that of leadership and the ability to exert or express it in countless and
subtle ways. Through his leadership he inspires staff loyalty, a sense of
respect and confidence and the development of teamwork from central office
relations to the individual in the school unit.
Dr. Edward B. Stanford, Director of Libraries of the University of
Minnesota, presented these qualifications and others as essential in a super-
visor, as well as some salient facts on supervision in an article, Super-
vision in Libraries --What It Is--and What It Takes! He emphasized the
need for emotional control, a genuine liking of people, a sense of humor,
the ability to listen to the opinions, suggestions and complaints of others,
a willingness to assume responsibility and to make decisions, to administer
fairly and to admit one's own error of judgment graciously. Likewise, he
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stressed the quality of self assurance coupled with reasonable modesty, a
true sense of loyalty to the administration on his own part and to inspire
the same of those under his direction. The supervisor must have the abil-
ity to teach effectively and to give clear and simple instructions. A sincere
expression of enthusiasm and ambition are also desirable traits. Profes-
sional literature in education is rich both in books and periodicals on this
subject. It is necessary for the supervisor to keep himself informed
through this literature and be conversant with his colleagues on the subject.
And what are some of the techniques in administering supervision? In
multi-library situations in a large city system it is evident that lines of
communication must be, established and must be kept open in both directions;
The Superintendent, the Assistant Superintendents or the administrative
officers under which the department of libraries functions should be kept
informed of policies and program to be established and initiated, securing
an official approval and followed by progress reports. When confidence and
rapporte are firmly fixed the rest is more or less routine as no executive
cares to be bothered with trivia. Nevertheless, it is necessary to keep con-
tacts and be ready at any time or upon casual meeting to discuss new devel-
opments or urge further support, financial or otherwise.
Likewise the personnel within a school library department need the
avenues of communication opened to them. Each individual looks to the
supervisor for guidance, counseling, direction, confidence and support.
Much of this can be maintained through a newsletter that is issued at inter-
vals during the school year. There are occasions when private conferences
are necessary - oftentimes to avoid a serious issue that might develop from
a trivial grievance. The use of the Superintendent's official bulletin to the
schools proves most advantageous for important announcements or essen-
tial information. The supervisor should welcome all invitations from allied
department heads for speaking engagements or for writing articles so that
other specialists or classroom teachers in the system may be better inform-
ed as to the work and services of the library department and the librarians
in the schools.
It is important to prepare bulletins pertaining to procedures, or even
better, a handbook including these essential directives. If the latter course
is followed it is imperative to keep the contents up-to-date with directions
for deleting obsolete instructions. Such a handbook should be made avail-
able to principals as well as the librarians.
In-service training is an essential obligation of the supervisor; in fact,
the full gamut of the training program plays an important role in the per-
formance of the department. It is to the supervisor's advantage to work
closely with local teacher training institutions if such are available, and
others within a state or in close proximity. These are the institutions
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that provide the majority of new teachers within a school system. Recom-
mendations regarding the curriculum and the content of the courses, assist-
ance in teaching or giving series of lectures, provision for assignment of
student librarians in their practice teaching, are the immediate concern of
the supervisor. Here lies the source of supply, and without well-trained
teachers in the area of library science to fill vacancies or to step into new
positions the supervisor may be thwarted at every turn in promoting the
school library program. The librarian on the job is in need of further
training whether the years of service are long or few. Once assigned she
seeks assistance in practical techniques, finding some of the previous train-
ing too theoretical. Some find themselves in a rut year after year in the
same school. By coming together and sharing problems with one another
confidence is given to one and a new lift to another. Workshop methods
work admirably in an in-service program. The most recent information
and instruction is provided, new materials are distributed, inspiration and
enrichment revitalize the group and professional attitudes are promoted.
Public relations have to be maintained outside the system as well as
within. The supervisor should stand ready to write articles or to speak be-
fore interested and associated groups. The several educational or allied
agencies within a local community or within a state or another state may
wish to hear about the school library program or to be informed from the
wealth of knowledge the supervisor has at his command regarding his spe-
cial field of endeavor. Such opportunities should be welcomed as another
avenue to promote the values and worth of the program.
Much of the success of supervision in multi-library situations is depend-
ent upon a balance of these many obligations and activities as presented
here. A true perspective of the dual role has to be maintained and kept
uppermost in the mind of the supervisor. On one hand, there is knowing
*
and selling the program to the administrator as well as to the community;
on the other, is working with the librarians in the school, providing direc-
tion and information, giving confidence and inspiration, and challenging
,
each to greater performance for his own satisfaction. Such are the major
activities of the supervisor.
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Chapter V
BUILDING LIBRARY COLLECTIONS: PRINTED MATERIALS
Gertrude D. May
The selection of printed materials is one of the most important tasks of
a school librarian. It involves many factors - endeavoring to serve and
satisfy the needs of many kinds of people, including the administration, the
faculty and pupils as well as considering the type of school, the community
in which it is located and the methods of teaching within the school. It is a
steady process and should be shared by principal, faculty and pupils, for
cooperation and interest is essential in planning a serviceable library. If
there is a Library Supervisor in the city school system or within the county
or state the librarian will have additional means of advice and council.
In presenting this subject of selection no effort will be made to discuss
the fundamental principles of book selection but rather to consider some of
the problems and policies.
The first problem is "Who selects the Printed Materials"? Is there a
city wide or a state wide policy of selection? Should the Supervisor be res-
ponsible for the selection? What authority does a supervisor have in a spe-
cific school system?
In some cities the individual librarian may be responsible for the final
recommendations after having received recommendations from her faculty.
These recommendations may then be checked by the supervisor and after
approval, ordered. Another policy which is followed is for a group of school
librarians in a school system to be responsible for the selection. In this
case the Board of Education delegates certain members of the group and gives
them the authority to select the materials for the library. A recommended
list is then sent to all the schools and the librarians choose materials from
the list. Some states send out recommended lists from which selections may
be made, while other states merely recommend aids from which selections
are acceptable.
In some states the Superintendent of County Schools may make the selec-
tion from the state lists and distribute the materials to the county schools or
perhaps there is a librarian to distribute them from the central office. These
are a few of the variety of practices of selection and it is earnestly hoped
that there is a state, county or city supervisor of libraries at hand to help
plan and advise. The St. Louis school system has a rather liberal policy in
the High Schools where the trained librarians are responsible for selections
from recommendations received, as well as material they feel necessary to
serve the needs of the school. These recommendations are approved by the
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principal and then sent to the Supervisor for final check and approval and
then for the final approval of the Superintendent of Instruction. In the
Elementary schools there is an "Approved List" from which purchases
may be made.
Careful book reviewing should be a part of the routine of selection. The
librarian may not be able to review all material personally, but she may
rely on reviews by committees and other authoritative review sources in
final judgment. It is well to use the knowledge of specialists in the various
subject fields for opinions as to authenticity, accuracy and importance of
subject materials. A monthly meeting of the librarians is also an oppor-
tune time to discuss materials about which there may be question or new
publications. It is at such meetings that the Supervisor may acquaint the
group with plans and recommendations made by Supervisors in the Subject
Areas.
Since not all school systems can yet boast of trained librarians in ele-
mentary schools it is essential that some guidance is given to the schools
in selection of elementary materials. The Supervisor may assist by sug-
gesting aids for selection or by having a committee of teachers review
materials. In St. Louis again a committee of teachers - six in number -
is appointed. It is a rotating committee, each member serving three years.
The Supervisor is chairman of the committee and it is the purpose of this
committee to review materials suitable for the elementary school libraries.
It meets with the Supervisor once each month throughout the school year
recommending materials to be purchased and to be included on the "Ap-
proved List of Library Books and Magazines for Elementary Schools. "
Some materials included on the list though not purchased are recommended
so that schools wishing to add to their library collections from their own
funds may do so, but the selection must be made from this approved list.
The second problem is the Library Budget. Who determines the bud-
get needs? What part does the Supervisor have in the decision?
Fortunately, Accrediting Associations, State Standards and the Amer-
ican Library Association have helped to bring about more satisfactory
decisions concerning library funds in schools. Where there are state re-
quirements, state funds may be designated and allocated for library ma-
terials. However, in some states the fund may cover several items such
as "educational materials, libraries and audio- visual aids." This type of
allocation is in danger of an unequal distribution, often at the expense of
the library. In such cases the State Supervisor needs to be alert to such
conditions and use every effort to become a member of the committee
which directs distribution of such funds.
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In large city systems funds may be allocated in various ways. Funds
may be received from the state and these may be augmented by local funds
or the school system may depend on local funds alone. Allowance for ex-
penditures is usually designated at so much per pupil for both secondary
and elementary schools, but this allowance varies in school systems through
out the country depending on whether or not the school belongs to an Accred-
iting Association and if so, which one, or if the state has any particular
standard or requirements for school libraries.
Evaluation can also prove a boon to school libraries, as it did in St.
Louis, for it was only after an official evaluation that the amount of expen-
diture per pupil was doubled, even though previous recommendations for in-
creases had been made by the Supervisor. Incidentally, in the matter of
budget planning it is desirable that the Supervisor be a member of the bud-
get committee or at least be consulted as to the possible needs of the library.
Having made a decision as to the plan of selection, and presuming that
adequate funds are available, the final problem of selection is the collection
itself. What materials should be included? Should there be a basic collec-
tion regardless of the size of the school? Is the curriculum more impor-
tant than the size of the school? Should there be a standard basic collec-
tion prescribed for all schools.
.. A basic collection is needed for any school library no matter what size of
the school may be, but there can be no one prescribed collection for no one
basic list can satisfy the demands of all types of schools. This basic collec-
tion should include essential general reference material, materials which
will implement and enrich the curriculum, and material that will provide
for wider interests of children. Because the school is a working laboratory
and materials center there is need for great variety of printed material, both
fiction and non-fiction. The collection should be a we 11-balanced one of qual-
ity rather than quantity, for although the size of the school may influence the
size of the collection, the usefulness and kinds of materials are more im-
portant than numbers. Duplication of titles varies in different schools but
it would seem that a number of titles provided they met the criteria would
be preferable to multiple copies of one or two titles on a subject. Some
school systems stipulate the number of copies which may be purchased. In
St. Louis five copies of any one title is the general rule while in Pittsburgh
the number in the high school libraries is arbitrarily set at six. This sort
of ruling is a safeguard against using multiple library copies as unauthor-
ized textbooks in classrooms.
Since modern education has recognized that there are differences in a-
chievement, abilities and interests in individuals, the library must also
recognize these facts and provide books and materials for the slow reader
and the slow learner, for the reluctant reader and the avid reader. Books
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with higher interest level and lower reading level must be furnished to the
boy or girl who is perhaps in upper grade or even high school but who can-
not read beyond fourth or fifth grade. For the reluctant reader materials
must be found to stimulate and arouse interest, whether through hobbies,
sports, adventure or handicraft. For the dreamer, the young scientist,
and the Jonahs who literally swallow anything in print, there must be mat-
erial to broaden their horizons, build character, and promote growth and
development.
Frequent visits to the classrooms will enlighten the Supervisor as to the
needs of the teachers and the interests of the pupils. Remote contacts from
the office desk are never as effective as personal visitation. If there is a
librarian in the school the Supervisor can in turn advise and guide her more
intelligently because she, the Supervisor, is familiar with school situations.
If there is no librarian, then the Supervisor is better equipped to plan for
the school.
In summing up, the responsibility of the Supervisor in the selection of
printed materials resolves itself into a three-fold role:
1. The Supervisor is advisor and consultant.
2. The Supervisor is a coordinator between subject area supervisors
and librarian.
3. The Supervisor is a liaison officer between the librarian and the
administration in helping to plan the budget and determine
policies for school libraries.
Chapter VI
BUILDING LIBRARY COLLECTIONS: NONBOOK MATERIALS
Margaret I. Rufsvold
A distinguished librarian in California believes that "books are basic"
and that, "It's wicked to call a library a materials center. '* But another
equally distinguished librarian from California says, "the soundest and
truest audio- visual enthusiasts I know are also book lovers-those who cherish
books for the good they do to people and who transfer their enthusiasm to
anything else that does a similar good to people. Goodness is no vested in-
terest. " Fundamental to this chapter is the belief that the same basic
principles apply to the building of the book collection that apply in the build-
ing of the nonbook materials collection.
Librarians are devoted to the printed word; they know its power and its
meaning, its function and purpose. They appreciate the rich heritage re-
ceived through books and printing, and they hope this indispensable medium
of communication will not diminish. But they know also that individuals do
not live and learn by words alone. Is it correct, then, to assume that books
can always do the teaching job at hand or that they can do it better than other
media? John Dewey in his Art as Experience has said, "Thinking directly
in terms of colors, tones, images, is a different operation technically from
thinking in words. . . If all meanings could be adequately expressed by words,
the arts of painting and music would not exist. There are values and mean-
ings that can be expressed only by immediately visible and audible qualities
and to ask what they mean in the sense of something that can be put into
words is to deny their distinctive existence. "
Is it recognized that the motion picture camera can be used creatively
just as the typewriter; and conversely, that the camera can be used just to
duplicate something we already know like the ditto or mimeograph machine?
Do librarians and teachers ever stop to analyze the educational process in
terms of Lasswell's five-factor question, "Who is saying what to whom by
what method and to what effect? "
The first responsibility of educators and supervisors is to understand the
nature of the learning process; to know what they are doing to and for boys
and girls in our schools today; to know what is happening to the school cur-
riculum, and what is taking place in this revolution known as mass commu-
nication. A few of the recent books, films, and phonorecords that will give
us background should be mentioned first. Basic to the selection of all in-
structional materials is a knowledge of the curriculum and its construction.
Among the recent books in this field are: "Adapting the Secondary School
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Program to the Needs of Youth, " Fifty-Second Yearbook, Part I, "Amer-
ican Elementary School, " Thirteenth Yearbook, John Dewey Society;^ and
an older, but still very useful book, Changing the Curriculum; A Social
Process, by Alice Miel; a filmstrip, Core Curriculum Class in Action,
50 frames, (Wayne University, 1949); a discussion by Harry H. Giles,
Teacher-Pupil Planning Techniques (recorded in two parts, 22 min. each,
33 1/3 rpm by Educational Recordings Services, Los Angeles, California);
and a film, Practicing Democracy in the Classroom (22 min. , Encyclopae-
dia Britannica Films, 1953).
For an understanding of the nature and effects of communication mater-
ials and media there are two recent works. The first, "Mass Media and
Education, " ' is useful to learn how mass media are affecting the shaping of
behavior patterns, the shaping of attitudes and outlooks, the effects on lei-
sure time. Librarians and teachers need to know all that research can tell
about communication, for it is the process by which they accomplish their
educational purposes. The second work, and one that should be read by all
educators, is Edgar Dale's Audio- Visual Methods in Teaching. ^ it is not
only a beautifully-made book, but it is also a most comprehensive, most
up-to-date, and most clearly written exposition of the nature and functions
of all types of instructional media from the felt-board to the field trip, from
the tachistoscope to television. There is an entirely new chapter on color
as an aid in teaching and learning; and the bibliographies of books, articles,,
films, filmstrips, and phonorecords are extremely valuable for anyone who
is beginning a collection or one who is strengthening an already established
collection. Also useful for background are the following nonbook materials;
a filmstrip entitled, Large-City Audio-Visual Organization, 44 frames
(Young America, 1948) which describes the work of the Department of Librar-
ies, Visual Aids, and Radio, under the Board of Education of Newark, New
Jersey; a phonodisc, The Improvement of Teaching Through Audio- Visual
Materials, by Edgar Dale and James D. Finn (recorded in two parts, 22
minutes each, 33 1/3 rpm, Educational Recordings Services, 1951); and
the following films: New Tools for Learning (19 minutes, Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films, 1952) and Bridges for Ideas (28 minutes, University of
Southern California, 1951).
As said in the beginning, the basic principles and criteria for the evalu-
ation of books apply also to the evaluation of nonbook materials. Generally
stated, these factors are truth and art. The first includes factual accuracy,
authoritativeness, balance, integrity, and, when appropriate, recency. The
second is marked by stimulating presentation, imagination, vision, crea-
tiveness, style appropriate to the idea, vitality, and distinction. Physical
characteristics of form, organization, and technical features are also stud-
ied in determining choice.
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In establishing policies for selection one might consider the following
questions: Do librarians honestly apply the criteria for evaluation and then
select the best materials available in terms of their content and use? Or,
is the first concern with physical format? If librarians do what they say
they believe in, the effort inevitably will be to build not just collections of
books but, rather, instructional materials centers. There is certainly a
strong trend in this direction today. This does not imply, however, that
physical format can be ignored for it is often the technical factors which
militate against the use of nonbook materials. By the time they have won
the "battle of the speeds" in phonorecord equipment, or have at last afford-
ed a diamond stylus for longer wear of discs, or have discarded the disc
and embraced tape, the stage may have been reached where none of these is
a necessity - a time, not too far distant, when beautiful music and ultra high-
fidelity in sound will be attained via an electric eye or a beam of light. In
the meantime, a generation of youngsters will go through our schools, who
should not be denied the best that is available. Therefore, do not get bogged
down in the gadgets and the machines involved, but consider above all else
the message and how it can be delivered most effectively.
Are materials selected in terms of their relationship to each other?
Films are many times more effective if they are reinforced with reading or
discussion, or listening, or with the study of a map or chart. Very few in-
structional media do the job alone. Edith Sitwell's recording of Facade
would be meaningless without the printed words. Yet, only the sound of the
background music and her melodious voice give the full beauty and humor of
the poetry.
Do teachers have a strong voice in the selection of nonbook mate rials ?
Obviously it is the teacher's prerogative to choose the materials that will
be used in the classroom, but the individual teacher, and teachers' groups
and committees must be given an opportunity to preview, audition, and e-
valuate all of the available materials in their areas of speciality, whether
those materials are to be borrowed, rented, or purchased for the collection.
Teacher responsibility for selection is closely related to teacher use of
materials. Librarians want teachers to use the very best resources of the
library and the community, yet the time spent in classroom teaching, in con-
ferences and meetings, frequently makes it impossible for teachers to find
out what is available. Think what might be accomplished if every teacher had
one period a day assigned to the materials center for the purpose of aiding
in the selection and production of new materials and helping to weed out and
discard the obsolete. What a wonderful way this would be to insure the inte-
gration of the instructional materials and the curriculum. But such a plan
of "bankers' hours" is completely unrealistic. The next best thing is to
involve teachers in informal group evaluations, provide workshops and in-
stitutes, hold regularly scheduled previews and auditions, send materials
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freely to classrooms, and publish catalogs and subject bibliographies like
those very useful ones prepared by Newark's Department of Libraries,
Visual Aids and Radio.
Do pupils have a voice in selection? Pupils use the materials not only
in classroom groups, but also as individuals in the library to satisfy their
needs for information or recreation. Hence it is important that they be
given a voice in selection. One of the most important teaching functions is
to develop in young people discrimination and appreciation. This can be
accomplished in many different ways, in the classroom and library, but
one effective way is to give young people some responsibility for the selec-
tion of materials that go into their libraries.
The selection of nonbook materials is not a matter of checking a basic
list, for there is none. However there are such comprehensive aids as the
Educational Film Guide and the Filmstrip Guide, and current publications
as Educational Screen, the Saturday Review, the Educational Film Library
Association, Evaluations (3" x 5" cards), Scholastic Teacher, and the Edu-
cational Television News, to mention just a few. There are innumerable
bibliographies and selected lists in almost every subject field, and these
must be made available through the instructional materials center or library.
As a general policy, however, the building of the materials collection must
be considered as an integral and essential part of curriculum planning and
development. This involves not only selection aids, but the active cooper-
ation of the whole school staff. This means that in the selection process
the supervisor's role is one of leadership and organization; one of provid-
ing the proper setting so that actual selection and selection policies can be
developed at the level of use in the individual school and school library.
Nonbook materials, to be effective, must be housed in adequate quarters,
serviced by professionally trained staff members, used under proper con-
ditions, and above all, they must be available for classroom or library ref-
erence when needed in the teaching process. For this reason city and county
systems should buy rather than rent materials that will be repeatedly used
so that over a period of years a representative collection of filmstrips, films,
phono re cords, maps, charts, globes, and the like can be built up and made
readily available when needed. The responsibility for obtaining the budget
for materials and equipment will rest largely with the supervisor. Budget
requests, if they are to be given consideration by administrative officers
and boards must be based on a study of actual needs and costs for an ade-
quate instructional materials program. Obviously the amount requested
for materials and services depends upon the amount of equipment, mater-
ials, and staff already available and the scope of the proposed program.
There is always a strong inclination to allocate or apportion library funds
by types of materials to be purchased, allowing, for example, so much for
periodicals, for maps, for phonore cords,, for films. This method insures
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the purchase of a variety of communication media. However, this may or
may not result in a collection suited to the needs of the curriculum, and
sometimes results in the development of permanent classroom collections
which serve only one teacher. Therefore, the allocations should be some-
what flexible and need to be adjusted from year to year so that the collec-
tion will contain the best that is available in all types of format. It is diffi-
cult to appraise the value of nonbook materials in terms of. dollars and cents,
yet some decision will have to be made about the potential use of each phono-
record, film, filmstrip, or map before purchase. Is it worth the teachers'
and pupils' time? Is it worth the effort and expense involved in securing
it? Is it better than something else that might be substituted for it? Is a
sixty dollar film actually as expensive as a six dollar book when considered
in terms of the number of potential users of each one ? If neither can do the
job of the other, is it valid to compare them in terms of cost? Questions
such as these can be answered satisfactorily only by those persons who are
acquainted with the needs of pupils and teachers, who know all types of in-
structional materials, and who know how to use them effectively.
Finally, as teachers make greater and greater demands for nonbook
materials, it becomes increasingly important that these materials are not
segregated or dissociated from books. For in the words of our California
colleague, "We give our readers not wax, not phonographs, but the spoken
word - the poem, the story, the drama told aloud. We give them not film,
not projectors and beaded screens, but the vision of life recreated for their
pleasure and understanding. These are the things that books are made of
too, and therein lies real unity. When sight and sound are fully accepted
in the world of books, when the unity of content is fully recognized, we
will have better libraries, better readers, and better people. ""
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Chapter VII
CENSORSHIP AS IT AFFECTS THE SCHOOL LIBRARY
Gladys L. Lees
Censorship, as a problem, in the school library is increasing rather than
decreasing. Attacks on the schools, which usually include criticism of ma-
terials, have increased in number during the last few years. The cases at
Pasadena, California; Denver, Colorado; Englewood, New Jersey; Ferndale,
Michigan; Tenafly, New Jersey; Scarsdale, New York; Port Washington,
New York and many others have had national publicity. There may be many
more.
Although these attacks on the schools were in widely separated areas,
there was a curious similarity in the criticism and method of attack. Richard
B. Kennan, Secretary of the National Commission for the Defense of Democ-
racy Through Education, of the National Education Association, sent 15,239
questionnaires to superintendents, advisory members and local association
presidents concerning "unjustified attacks" on local schools. By "unjustified
attacks" they meant movements which appeared to have as their purpose
"nothing less than the emasculation or destruction of the American system
of free public education. "
The results of the survey showed that although the majority of the attacks
were local in origin, certain national organizations appeared to play either
a direct or indirect part in the initiation or promotion of others. The attacks,
encouraged by these groups, seemed to try to create distrust of the school
system, school teachers and officials.
Dr. Hubert C. Armostrong, director of the Public Education Association,
gives three major sources of complaints against school materials: (1) Ultra
or super-patriots who often criticize books that they haven't read; (2) organ-
ized minorities, usually racial or religious, who feel that certain passages
in texts are prejudicial toward their interests; and (3) full-time profession-
al complainers, such as Allen Zoll and Lucile Cardin Grain, with enough
financial support to make their influence nation wide.
Among the organizations currently attacking the schools, Robert A.
Skaife, Field Secretary, National Commission for the Defense of Democracy
Through Education, lists these: American Education Association, American
Parents Committee on Education, Church League of America, Conference of
Small Business Organizations, Employers Association of Chicago, Institute
for Public Service, Friends of Public Schools of America, Guardians of
American Education, and the National Association of Pro-America.
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Which materials and authors are criticized? It is impossible to include
here a complete listing but some examples can be given. The controversy
over the Rugg social studies books and the Building America Series is well
known, but not many are aware that in Pasadena there was opposition to
Modern American Poetry and Modern British Poetry edited by Louis Unter-
meyer and to Probing our Prejudices by Hortense Powdermaker.
Some of the people who are considered "leftist" and whose writings are
unapproved by the Educational Review are Henry Wallace, Harry Hopkins,
Joseph Gollomb, and Joseph Gaer. The Friends of the Public Schools of
America Bulletin lists many more people. Some of them are: James T.
Adams, Carleton Beals, William A. Alexander, Charles A. Beard, Pearl
Buck, Granville Hicks, Owen Lattimore, David Lilienthal, Lin Yutang,
Carl Sandburg, Sigmund Spaeth, Mark Van Dorn, Archibald MacLeish, and
Walt Whitman.
Some of the secondary school texts which are disapproved by the Educa-
tional Review are Atwood, The World at Work; Casner, The Story of Amer-
ican Democracy; Kelty, The Beginnings of the American People and Nation;
and White, Making Our Government Efficient, which is published by the
National Association of Secondary School Principals and National Council
for the Social Studies. The Friends of the Public Schools disapproved of
such books as Education and the Promise of America by G. S. Counts;
Bent Twig, by D. C. Fisher; Paton, Cry the Beloved Country; Americans
All by G. Selden. The criticism of Magruder's American Government was
given wide publicity by Fulton Lewis, Jr. when he was discussing un-Amer-
ican propaganda in school books. Following this the book was banned in
many places. Later when people had had time to read the book they reversed
their decision. The Texas State Text Book Committee adopted the book for
five years and Georgia's unfavorable decision was reversed.
"Textbook censorship is poisoning America's free spirit, " warned
Dr. Luther H. Evans, [former] Librarian of Congress. "The experts
in vituperation, the sadists of freedom, are abroad in the land, and
are having a heyday. We must learn not to fear them. We must show
them up for what they are. They are cowards who are unwilling to
live the American Dream. "*
What is the librarian's responsibility? Sara Krentzman Srygley in an
article says:
"The library's chief function, to encourage free access to information
and the skill to use it intelligently, is at stake.
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"In my opinion, every school librarian worthy of the title will assume
responsibility for helping to combat these attacks. At least three
ways appear to be pertinent: (1) He can become informed concerning
these attacks, the persons leading them and their techniques; (2) He
can clarify his own thinking as to what he believes the library's policy
should be concerning censorship, book banning, the teaching of con-
troversial issues; (3) He can try to encourage the group with which
he works to cooperate in clarifying and stating the school's position
concerning such policies, before a problem situation arises.
"Every librarian should be familiar with "The Public School and the
American Heritage, " the policy statement of the NEA's National
Commission to Defend Democracy Through Education. It has been
approved by many organizations, including the American Library
Association and the American Textbook Publishers Institute. It
clearly states that "Teachers and administrators must encourage
young people to locate, use, and evaluate relevant materials of in-
struction as they identify and analyze significant contemporary
problems and form judgments about them. However, they mustA
not direct or compel any particular judgments. "
This same point of view is presented by David K. Berninghausen:
"There is no question about the right and responsibility of teachers
and librarians to select, as wisely as possible, reading material
for use in the schools. But as Laura K. Martin, an authority on
magazine use in high schools, says:
"Extreme expression of opinions (and the reactionary periodicals
are also worthy of examination as specimens) are part of the living
fabric of social studies materials to be weighed and analyzed more
minutely in the classroom than they can be in the library. For the
most violent of agitators, from soapbox or from printed page, says
some true things and the recognition of half-truths, which are the
common coin of the hypocrite of any political stripe, should be
part of the beginning experience of any high school student. "
Berninghausen then goes on to say:
"Someone must select library materials, but selection must be
carefully balanced to include various points of view on any contro-
versial subject. Exclusion of literature because it "attacks the
faith of some pupils, " or because it describes the unsolved pro-
blems of the United States, or because of any unorthodox position
cannot be defended.' Such exclusion will inevitably lead to a coercive
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uniformity of opinion and a static view of the universe that will
weaken our chance of survival.
"America has been able to adjust to the modern world because
new ideas have been permitted under our concept of free inquiry.
The approach to a new idea, and also to an old idea up for recon-
sideration, should be to appraise it, approve, modify, or reject
it as a guide to action - never to ban it. Teachers, librarians,
authors, publishers, and the public must unite to prevent the
burning of books. For the burning of books forecasts the decline
of the nation. ""
The Librarian of the Idaho State College Library says in his article,
"Congress as Censor, " that there were about ten resolutions and bills pre-
sented that were concerned with censorship and one of them provided that
the "Librarian of Congress shall mark all subversive matter in the Library
of Congress and compile a list thereof for the guidance of other libraries in
the United States. " These bills did not pass. Mr. Oboler then says:
"The representatives of the people have spoken; what is the res-
ponsibility of American Librarians ? The librarian's responsi-
bility does not end with accepting what censors condescend to
permit him to keep and make available in his library. The li-
brarian as citizen must get out of his ivory tower and use the
techniques of public relations, which his profession has taught
him, to fight the enemy at the gates. Mere talk, even on the
level of the recent ALA Conference on Intellectual Freedom, is
not sufficient.
"There must be persuasive activity to acquaint all those engaged
in communicating ideas - the educators, the journalists, the radio-
film-TV people, the lecturers - with the real and urgent nature of
the dire threat to freedom of speech which a censorship-minded
Congress presents. It is fully as important to let legislators
know the stand on the question of censorship as it is to inform
them of the position on taxation, controls, or any of the more
highly publicized national issues.
"Talk to the local civic groups; alert the local editors; start a
"grass-roots" campaign which will effectively convince Congress
that censorship is not what American wants.
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Kimball Wiles, in an article says:
"All citizens must deal with controversial issues day by day in
meeting the problems of the community and nation. Ability to
think through these issues and to take action in terms of the
decisions reached is an essential skill in our democratic society.
No school adequately trains for American citizenship unless it
helps its students develop skill in dealing with controversial
issues.
"Such skill cannot be developed unless students have experience in
studying the issues. Skill comes with practice. Since only about
fifty per cent of our youth finish high school, study of controversial
issues is essential citizenship training at least as low as the junior
high school. . . .
"The teaching of controversial issues cannot be successful unless
students have access to sources which present points of view."
But we have some people with a different point of view. They feel that
we should carefully choose the material which is presented to children.
This point of view is expressed by Gladys Schmitt:
"What standards, we ask ourselves, shall we use in selecting those
books which we hand on to the immature. We would be naive and
childish to start with the premise that every work of art, simply
because it is a work of art, is of necessity an uplifting and enriching
experience to the reader.
"We have been very careful to exercise our function of guidance in
the area of the obscene. We have exercised it not at all in the area
of the neurotic. . . Nor have we always been as mindful as we ought
to have been of the need for examining the social, political, and
ethical concepts inherent in those works of literature which we
give, with our blessing, to the young.
"In the field of social studies we have a relatively clear understanding
of the sort of thinking that we want young people to do concerning
social questions. In the field of literature, when we are dealing
with people who have very few standards of literary judgment, it
seems to me that our sole aim should be to develop those standards,
to raise the temper of literary sensibility. And I am convinced too,
that the less this task of forming literary standards is complicated
by the inclusion of materials based on ideas that may very possibly
run counter to the things which we are teaching in the social studies,
the better off all of us will be.
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"Let me reiterate that we are not speaking of a general censorship. . . .
When the student has passed his 18th year, we are willing, with
Milton, to "let man's reason be his own chooser. " Nor can we,
even in our function of guidance, set down any hard and fast rule
that will cover all cases. The only solution is good sense, good
intentions, and good judgment applied to each individual case. "
But do children suddenly gain reason on their 18th birthday or do they
develop through experience just as they learn to walk by experience - first
standing unsteadily, trying and tottering and even falling until through ex-
perience they develop the ability to walk?
There are those people who would have librarians label publications which
advocate or favor communism or which are issued by communist organiza-
tions or any organization formally designated by any authorized government
official or agency as communistic or subversive; furthermore, such publi-
cation should not be freely available in libraries to readers or in schools to
pupils but should be obtainable only by signing suitable applications.
Then there are some people who think that librarians are censoring books
when they select them but Lester Asheim clearly defines the difference:
"Selection, then, begins with a presumption in favor of liberty of
thought; censorship, with a presumption in favor of thought control.
Selection's approach to the book is positive, seeking its values in the
book as a book, and in the book as a whole. Censorship's approach
is negative, seeking for vulnerable characteristics wherever they
can be found - anywhere within the book, or even outside it. Censor-
ship seeks to protect -- not the right -- but the reader himself from
the fancied effects of his reading. The selector has faith in the in-
telligence of the reader, the censor has faith only in his own. "
Keeping pupils from seeing certain materials is a propaganda device to
load the dice in favor of the conclusion the teachers or persons collecting
the material want the pupils to accept. If youth are to learn how to deal
with controversial issues, they must gain skill in analyzing information to
determine the facts, the source of the materials and the slant given.
Some librarians ask why should they stand out against public demands ?
After all, the schools and libraries belong to the public. Yes, they are the
public's schools and libraries but they belong to all the public not to small
pressure groups. The librarian has excellent authority for a stand against
censorship. There are several basic policy statements for them to follow
such as, The Library Bill of Rights, The Public School and the American
Heritage, President Eisenhower's Letter to the ALA, and The ALA Freedom
to Read. These are helpful statements but they are most effective if the
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librarian uses them before trouble arises. Dr. Cornelius Greenway in an
address before the American Library Association Conference said:
"When you librarians and staffs feel the heavy hand of censorious
guardians, remember you belong to a very powerful organization --
The American Library Association --an organization that has no
less than 5,000 delegates attending this 71st Annual Convention.
You are not standing alone in the battle of a free press and a free
library. Don't fear the self-styled and self-appointed guardians
of the public welfare who seek to prohibit the circulation or even
the acquisition of what to them is subversive or sacriligious. "
When our libraries lose their freedom, then all is lost. "*^
Each school system should set up a policy for selecting materials which
should include endorsement of The Public Schools and the American Heri-
tage statement as well as the American Association of School Librarians
School Library Bill of Rights Statement reprinted at the end of this article.
This should be done, if possible, before trouble arises for clear thinking is
not possible in an atmosphere of tension.
The school library itself is a safeguard against biased teaching. Chil-
dren who have access to many points of view will not easily accept the idea
that any one person or book is the final authority. Then too, no one can
detect biased teaching as quickly as the librarian. She knows the teacher's
point of view by the kinds of materials for which the children ask and she
can easily point out other materials.
But the real solution is in the teaching process itself. Children should
be taught not to accept any book as the final authority but to ask such ques-
tions as: who wrote this? when was it written? why does the author think
this? what does someone else think? what do I think now? will there be
future developments which may change the picture ?
The amount of change in what is accepted as the final truth is well illus-
trated by the following statement :
"Alfred North Whitehead remarked, when he was eighty years old,
that during his lifetime almost every physical law that he had learned
at school had been superseded or revised. How many millions of
pupils must have struggled to "learn" these partial truths! Is it
a wise- -or even safe- -course to insist that our children be taught
the same 'truths' we learned a century ago.
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"The social studies are still younger and more complex. Most
of our controversial literature is in this area. The methods
and techniques of the social sciences are not established and
the possibilities for error are relatively large. Does this
mean that we should forbid the teaching of social science?
Does it mean that the only orthodox ideas regarding social
problems shall be permitted in a school library?
"In order to handle the problem of controversial reading, we
must recognize the distinction between imparting information
and helping pupils learn to read and think for themselves.
Education for democratic living in the twentieth century must
emphasize the latter. With such emphasis the apparent need to
ban books should rapidly disappear. "H
This sort of teaching should not be limited to the upper levels of educa-
tion. Even the youngest child can learn to compare information in books
with his real experience. Remember all the stories and books about the
milk horse which are read by primary children? Yet in many parts of the
country there are no milk horses, they have become obsolete. This one
situation can provide material for several discussions. This experience
will help children see that material in books is not good for all time and all
place.
There are numerous cowboy stories that tell about the cowboys sitting
around the fire, strumming guitars and singing. One book even says that
they do this because they do not have any other amusements. But any child
who has been in a ranch country knows that the cowboys have portable radios,
television, and that they can easily get to the movies on Saturday nights.
Here again children can learn that times change and they have to look for
new facts.
Children who have expeifence with problem solving techniques soon learn
to think for themselves and to give reasons for their decisions. They also
learn to recognize propaganda. One such group (fifth grade) when asked to
evaluate three films about ranching and the meat industry said, "That one
has too much propaganda in it. It was made during the war when they didn't
want us to eat meat. "
It is not only librarians and educators who think that children should have
access to a wide variety of material. The largest meeting ever held by the
American Association for the Advancement of Science ended with a plea that
the nation's children be taught how to find things out for themselves.
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"It is high time to realize that both our most recent and destructive
world wars have started in kindergarten and elementary schools,
mainly in those of Germany, where children from the first begin-
ning were 'taught 1 to blindly obey the orders of their superiors.
Self-expression, with few exceptions was suppressed. Only in such
an atmosphere of total "discipline" and "obedience" could a people
blindly follow the leader.
"Only when children from the early beginning are taught to follow
patterns will they accept such patterns elsewhere. The very nature
of a totalitarian state must be built on the glorification of the 'pattern'
as opposed to the very essence of the democratic ideas, that of
'finding things out for one's self. " ^
Time and new facts throw new light on problems so we must give chil-
dren free access to materials in order that they may learn to recognize and
evaluate propaganda. Frank Buchanan, a former congressman says:
"It seems to me that teachers and schools have a tremendous res-
ponsibility not only to recognize themselves the structure and pur-
pose of this kind of pressure group propaganda, but also to point
it out to their students, who are, after all, the citizens of tomorrow.
"How can this be done ? It is redundant to say that the schools
should teach students how to think, but this is the basic answer.
More specifically, the schools should provide students with tools
to analyze the group ideologies which compete for their attention.
I think it would be of tremendous value, for example, if every
student at some time during his education were made familiar
with the seven propaganda devices outlined by the Institute for
Propaganda Analysis a few years ago. These devices are per-
haps themselves somewhat oversimplified tools, but they are
honest and, what is more, they are dramatic. Such tools of
analysis are urgently needed to make real and vivid to the
student the purposes and technics of the struggle for his opinion.
"In approaches of this kind, schools could make a tremendous
contribution to the kind of informed public thinking so essential
in a democracy. "^^
The one essential for this kind of teaching is library experience for all
children from kindergarten on up. If children are provided with a wide var-
iety of materials and then taught the skills of evaluation the public need not
worry about banning books. As they grow to adulthood it will produce a
public that will not be aroused by the book banning enthusiasts.
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This may seem like not much help for present difficulties but it is the
basic answer to the problem. In the meantime, librarians need to work on
helping the present public see that it is not the content alone that is impor-
tant but the way that it is used. It is helpful to have lay members on library
and school committees. When lay groups sit down and really analyze the
problem they come out with some fine standards.
TWO BASIC DOCUMENTS
I. The Report of the Committee on Book Selection in Defense of Liberty
in Schools of a Democracy, June 22, 1954.
In general, we think:
1. There is a definite need of a statement.
2. The statement should be general; a specific one is not
adequate. Leeway is needed for local interpretation.
3. A positive statement is preferable; what to provide;
not what to guard against.
4. Any statement should have the endorsement of the
N.E. A. and its related associations for effectiveness.
Specifically, we recommend that:
1. TheA.A.S.L. endorse the A. L. A. Bill of Rights,
supplementing it with a statement of our responsi-
bilities.
II. School Library Bill of Rights
Endorsed by the Council of the American Library Association, July, 1955
School libraries are concerned with generating understanding of Amer-
ican freedoms and with the preservation of these freedoms through the
development of informed and responsible citizens. To this end the Amer-
ican Association of School Librarians reaffirms the Library Bill of Rights
of the American Library Association and asserts that the responsibility
of the school library is:
To provide materials that will enrich and support the curriculum,
taking into consideration the varied interests, abilities, and
maturity levels of the pupils served.
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To provide materials that will stimulate growth in factual know-
ledge, literary appreciation, aesthetic values, and ethical
standards.
To provide a background of information which will enable pupils
to make intelligent judgments in their daily life.
To provide materials on opposing sides of controversial issues
so that young citizens may develop under guidance the practice
of critical reading and thinking.
To provide materials representative of the many religious,
ethnic, and cultural groups and their contributions to our
American heritage.
To place principal above personal opinion and reason above
prejudice in the selection of materials of the highest quality
in order to assure a comprehensive collection appropriate
for the users of the library .
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Chapter VIII
EVALUATING SCHOOL LIBRARY FACILITIES
Margaret Hayes
The primary purpose of instructional supervision is to facilitate the learn-
ing of students by improving the conditions that affect it. Since sound plan-
ning for improvement requires an accurate appraisal of the strengths and
limitations of existing instructional programs, evaluation is a major res-
ponsibility of the supervisor.
The evaluation of school libraries has undergone marked changes in
recent decades as a result of changes in educational measurement and eval-
uation. Formerly, appraisal considered only the material aspects of the
library program and such elements as budget, holdings, and staff were com-
pared with the standards of state and regional accrediting associations. To-
day, interest centers upon the effectiveness of the library's service, and
attempts are made to judge the contribution of the library program to the
personal development of the individual pupil. Appraisal of the adequacy of
library facilities continues as a significant aspect of evaluation, however,
because of the close relationship between this factor and service.
This chapter discusses the evaluation of library facilitiesbudget, staff,
materials, quarters, and equipment. The next chapter considers the eval-
uation of library services. It should be remembered throughout both dis-
cussions, however, that a sound evaluation of the school library requires a
consideration of both facilities and services in terms of their effectiveness
in achieving the objectives of the school and the library. Also, since there
are marked differences in the specific responsibilities of the school library
supervisor in the state agency and in the city or unified county system in
evaluating the adequacy of library facilities, the following treats separately
the work of each.
The state school library supervisor participates both indirectly and di-
rectly in the evaluation of library facilities in the schools of the state. The
formulation of state standards for school libraries and the collection, organ-
ization, and interpretation of statistics are examples of her indirect partic-
ipation; appraisals of libraries in individual schools constitute her direct
role in evaluation.
The most significant of the "indirect" activities of the state school library
supervisor in evaluation is the formulation of requirements for the certifi-
cation of school librarians and of standards for budget, materials, quarters,
and equipment in elementary and secondary libraries. Although the limiting
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characteristics of both qualitative and quantitative standards are widely
recognized, their proven value in stimulating and helping administrators
and librarians in providing basic library facilities justifies their continua-
tion. The development of adequate state standards requires a realistic
appraisal of current conditions in school libraries in the state and familiar-
ity with national and regional standards and school library development in
other states.
The need for revision of school library standards and certification re-
quirements in many states is readily apparent when the present state stan-
dards are compared with the national standards, School Libraries for Today
and Tomorrow, * and the certification requirements with the recent stand-
ards formulated by the A. L. A. Board of Education for Librarianship for
use by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education in ac-
crediting undergraduate library programs. Since the key answer to im-
provement in school libraries lies in an increase in the number of qualified
librarians employed, it might be helpful to note briefly the major differ-
erences in present state certification standards and those of the A. L. A.
Board of Education for Librarianship. The A. L. A. standards are predicted
on several assumptions which are somewhat revolutionary. One of these is
that the basic library science professional education should be the same for
the part-time as for the full-time school librarian. Another is that the
amount of undergraduate work in library science should not be so great as
to limit the amount of general and professional education essential for all
teachers. Accordingly, the standards specify a curricula totalling not less
than fifteen and not more than eighteen semester hours. There is also the
implication in the standard governing the curriculum that the education of
a school librarian should prepare for service in both the elementary and
secondary school.
A comparison of the findings in Butler's 3 1952 study of state certifica-
tion requirements for school librarians with the A.L. A. standards for under-
graduate library education shows several marked differences. One of the
most striking is the variation existing in many states between the require-
ments for elementary school librarians and those for high school librarians.
Forty-seven states have certification requirements of some sort for second-
ary school librarians but only thirty-eight stipulate them for the elementary
school librarian. Forty-two states have both library and professional edu-
cation requirements for the secondary school librarian but only twenty-eight
states make similar stipulations for the elementary school librarian.'*
Another major difference between the A.L. A. and state standards is the
number of hours of library science required. Of the forty-two states spec-
ifying hours in their requirements, twenty-two states have minimum re-
quirements which are less than the fifteen semester hours recommended
in the national standards, eleven states stipulate minimum requirements
which fall within the prescribed limits, and eight states have minimum re-
quirements in excess of the eighteen semester hours. In five states pro-
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fessional library training standards vary in relation to the size of schools
and in eight states the requirements are governed by either the part-time
or full-time status of the librarian.
An encouraging note in the Butler study was the indication that many
states are considering changes in certification. The rather general accep-
tance by school librarians and library educators of the concept of a fifteen
semester hour minimum undergraduate training in library science for all
school librarians regardless of the size or grade level of the school suggests
that the adaptation of state standards to include this provision may be a
fairly rapid development. Close cooperation between the state school li-
brary supervisor and teacher training agencies will be necessary if the
raising of standards is to be effective. The long range plans of Minnesota
and Illinois merit particular attention in this respect. Both states formu-
lated new standards and set specific dates several years in the future when
the requirements would become mandatory. The supervisors worked with
representatives of teacher training agencies to develop uniform undergrad-
uate programs in which course offerings are keyed to the state requirements.
The assumption that undergraduate training in library science should be
limited in order to leave time for the general and professional education of
the school librarian also appears to have general acceptance among school
library leaders. Standards in twenty-two states, however, specify for at
least one of the library certificates more than eighteen semester hours in
library science, and in fourteen of these states the requirements for ser-
vice in larger schools or for a permanent certificate stipulate twenty-four
or more semester hours in library science. At the same time, no one of
these twenty-two states requires a five-year program or a master's degree. ?
As a result, teacher training agencies in many of these states are conducting
library education programs which offer a full year rather than a semester's
work at the undergraduate level. The A. L. A. standards are based on the
assumption that the basic undergraduate library science program is not ter-
minal and should be articulated with the graduate library school program
in the same geographic area. To be consistent with this pattern, state stand-
ards should limit undergraduate library science preparation and require
graduate study. Before changes are made in certification requirements
supervisors will need to answer the following questions: (1) For what types
of library service should the graduate of the basic undergraduate sequence
be eligible? (2) Should graduate study in other than accredited library
schools be approved? (3) Should teacher training agencies be encouraged
to develop graduate programs ?
Another weakness of state certification requirements is their failure to
stipulate the general areas of curriculum content deemed desirable in the
training of the librarian. In 1952, according to the Butler survey, only
nineteen states designated specific areas in library science required for
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certification. 8 Thus, theoretically, it is possible in many states for a per-
son trained for college or university library work to become a librarian in
an elementary or high school library, providing, of course, that other req-
uisites for the position are met.
The need for teachers and administrators to know library materials and
to understand the purposes and values of the school library is generally rec-
ognized by librarians. Required courses in library materials for elemen-
tary and secondary school teachers is one long range method through which
this need may be met. The state supervisor has an opportunity and a res-
ponsibility to work for the inclusion of a course in library materials in the
state certification requirements for teachers.
Standards pertaining to the size of the clerical and professional staff, the
materials collection, budget, housing and equipment are also essential.
National standards suggest desirable goals but the state supervisor must
decide how far toward these ideals it is desirable to move as too large an
increase in quantitative standards may retard rather than accelerate the ex-
pansion of library facilities. Other questions which need answering before
standards are developed in final form are: (1) Should statements be qual-
itative or quantitative? (2) Should only minimum essentials be established
or should standards be formulated for average and maximum service? (3)
How accurately do the proposed standards reflect the judgment of experi-
enced school librarians in the state? Representatives of the groups affected
by the results of standards should be included in their development- -librar-
ians, teachers, instructional supervisors, administrators, and members of
the state department of education.
The annual collection, organization, and interpretation of statistics is
another evaluative activity of the state school library supervisor. Accurate
information about the library staff, library expenditures, and the materials
collection when properly interpreted and used furnish a basis for measuring
development, correcting deficiencies, and planning for improvement.
A possible service of the state supervisor in evaluation is to encourage
librarians to evaluate their own libraries. Experienced librarians some-
times hesitate to embark on an evaluation program because of uncertainty
about procedures and skepticism about whether the results are worth the
time and effort expended. Critical accounts in the state bulletin or on con-
ference programs by librarians of their work in evaluation- -the instruments
used and the results of their use are helpful in reassuring doubtful librar-
ians. Also useful are articles in the state bulletin about the purpose and
procedures in evaluation and the instruments available for such work, e.g. ,
A Planning Guide for the High School Library Program, 9 the Illinois Con-
sensus Study Inventories on the school library, i0 . H the Evaluative Cri-
teria. 12
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The direct activities of the state supervisor in evaluation are chiefly
those involved in appraising library facilities in the individual schools for
purposes of grants, accreditation, or classification. During the day or half-
day spent in the school the supervisor has to judge both the adequacy of li-
brary facilities and the effectiveness of library service and make recom-
mendations for their improvement. Standards supply general guides for the
appraisal but judgment is necessary in their application since the content of
the curriculum and the method of presenting it determines to a great extent
the type of facilities desirable in the individual school.
This description of the activities of the state school library supervisor
in evaluation may suggest that a major part of the work is of an indirect
nature. In actual practice, the evaluation of the individual libraries occu-
pies a greater proportion of the supervisor's time than the indirect activi-
ties. Both phases of the work are essential to the improvement of school
library service in the state.
Supervisors in city and county school systems have greater opportunity
and responsibility for carrying on activities directly related to evaluation
of staff and facilities than state supervisors. An important, albeit a con-
troversial aspect of their evaluation responsibilities is that of appraising
the librarian's effectiveness. The supervisor's role in the selection and
placement cf librarians will be noted first because these activities while
not in themselves a part of evaluation do have a direct relationship to the
librarian's success on the job.
In selecting librarians, the city supervisor has an obligation to enforce
state and regional certification requirements and an opportunity to raise
them if it seems desirable. Supervisors in states lacking certification re-
quirements for elementary school librarians have an important responsibil-
ity for formulating requirements in library science training for them. Par-
ticipation on interviewing boards and in other examining capacities enables
the supervisor to study the librarian's experience and potentialities prior
to the supervisory act. Her knowledge of the characteristics of the schools
in which library vacancies existthe type of neighborhood and the person-
ality and expectations of the administrator- -helps her to decide upon the
probable success of the applicant in a given position. The supervisor's
responsibility for placement is a continuing one. Making transfers of new
librarians that seem timely is as important as the initial placement. Many
a beginning librarian who fails in his first assignment is saved for the pro-
fession by reallocation in a different school in the same city.
Whether supervisors should share with administrators the responsibility
for judging the efficiency of teachers and librarians is one of the big issues
in supervision today. Generally, supervisors have been quite emphatic in
denying the desirability of their participation in teacher rating. They point
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out that rating makes the supervisor an administrator rather than a co-
worker of the teacher and destroys the happy and close relationship nec-
essary for working out improvements in the school program. Those who
advocate rating suggest that supervisors continually reflect their grading of
teachers whether they rate them systematically or not. Their top group re-
ceive committee appointments and special assignments; their classrooms
and libraries are selected for visits and demonstrations. Advocates also
maintain that probably no one is in a better position than the supervisor to
judge the teacher or librarian's effectiveness. How far library supervisors
should go in the formal rating of librarians depends in large measure upon
the practices in the system in which they serve. In large school systems
where formal rating schemes are in use for the teaching staff, it would
seem desirable to provide similar rating for librarians. The development
of self-appraisal forms for the librarian's own use is a device the super-
visor might use to encourage individual improvement. When such forms
are developed cooperatively by librarians, administrators, and supervisors,
the entire group gains in understanding of the characteristics of good li-
brarianship.
A continuing evaluation of the strengths and limitations of library facil-
ities in the school system is necessary if the supervisor is to plan system-
atically for future improvement. The soundest procedure for such appraisal
is one in which each school librarian with the cooperation of his faculty e-
valuates both the facilities and services of his library. From such a study
will come evidence of what each library is doing, what the library could do
with its present facilities that it is not doing, and what the library might do
but cannot because of limitations in facilities. The evaluation of the indi-
vidual library will not only help the librarian to plan improvements but also
will indicate to the supervisor some of the general needs of the entire sys-
tem. The planning for a system-wide evaluation should be a cooperative
endeavor: librarians, teachers, instructional supervisors and administra-
tors should help to decide on the purposes, procedures, and measuring in-
struments for the evaluation.
It is possible and frequently justifiable to appraise only part of the library
program each year. Two aspects of library facilities of primary impor- .X
tance in their effect upon library service which might be chosen early for
the evaluation are the materials collection and a time study of the librarian's
activities. In appraising the materials collection, an effort should be made
to evaluate not only the existing collections but also the procedures through
which books and non-print materials are selected for the system. Selection
routines should provide for wide participation by librarians and teachers.
Care should be taken in compiling recommended or approved lists of mate-
rials to allow for careful consideration of requests for titles not included.
Any procedure which permits an arbitrary rejection by a supervisor of a
title recommended by a teacher or librarian may destroy the cooperative
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approach to selection essential if library materials are to meet the needs
of individual schools and teaching departments.
Library service in many schools today is less effective than it might be
because of the amount of time the librarian is required to devote to cler-
ical and technical activities. A time study of the activities of all the li-
brarians in the system is frequently helpful in convincing the administra-
tion of the need for additional clerical assistance or for the organization
of a centralized acquisition and technical processing center in school sys-
tems without them.
Although a well-trained library staff, a library materials collection
selected and organized to meet the needs of the school community, and li-
brary quarters planned and equipped to stimulate use are not in themselves
a guarantee of good library service, their provision increases the proba-
bility of effective service. The work of the library supervisor on state
and local levels in evaluating these elements of the library program con-
tributes significantly, therefore, to the continuing improvement of library
service.
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Chapter IX
EVALUATING SCHOOL LIBRARY SERVICES
Carrie C. Robinson
Services of the school library are intangible and qualitative in nature and
thus do not lend themselves readily to instruments of measurement. There
is recognition, too, of the impossibility of evaluating services of the school
library as separate and apart from an evaluation of the school -- certainly
of the major elements if not of the whole school. This does not mean that
an effort to evaluate the services of the library should be undertaken only
at such intervals as when a committee, composed of educators outside the
school personnel, come in to appraise the school for purposes of accredi-
tation. On the contrary, the successful on-going of the educational program
is so dependent on a functional library that continuous evaluation of its ser-
vices is highly desirable if not imperative. For best results, such an eval-
uation should engage school-wide participation, and to whatever degree
this practice is not employed, the evaluation is less valid than it should be
from the standpoint of providing learning situations in which the learner is
motivated by real problems and goals that have meaning for him. Creating
'
jeadiness and desirability within school staffs for acceptance of this res-
ponsibility is one of the major tasks for supervision.
In large measure, needs which schools have considered basic for stu-
dent growth and development have been those derived from two types of
investigations: (1) those which have resulted from studies of large groups
of young people and are, therefore, suggested as being characteristic of
most if not all American youth; and (2) those from studies of young people
in a particular school. Typical of the former type are the needs of youth
outlined in the cooperative plan of evaluation, Evaluative Criteria, * which
have had and continue to have wide use as the basis for standards of the
accrediting associations of secondary schools. To these criteria credit
is given for having a larger number of objectives for appraising more sit-
uations of the school program than similar standards; consequently, they
have been popular as a re-evaluation measure. Also, under the plan of
Evaluative Criteria, and another contributing factor to their popularity,
there is opportunity for schoolwide participation. School administrators
and their staffs are challenged to evaluate themselves and the school prior
to the evaluation for accreditation.
The high recognition accorded Evaluative Criteria has no intention of
minimizing the significance of the second type of investigation in which a
particular school makes a study of its own pupils to ascertain their specific
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needs and to establish methods and techniques by which such needs can be
met. While the majority of secondary schools adopt the objectives outlined
in Evaluative Criteria as long-range goals, through their self- evaluation
efforts, they invariably determine more definitive needs of their particular
pupils and devise methods of attacking them. This is highly commendable.
However, in view of the national use that is made of Evaluative Criteria,
the educational needs of youth which they prescribe will be employed in this
discussion for whatever clarity they may give to the specific procedures
for evaluating library services outlined below.
Pre-sent day concepts of meeting the needs of youth contend that the edu-
cational agency makes no direct approach to the problem; instead, it assumes
responsibility for helping youth to acquire patterns of behavior which will
assist them in meeting their own needs. In the evaluation process, when
patterns of behavior have been defined, it becomes necessary to determine
which situations will demonstrate most effectively the achievement of the
objectives, and wliich evaluation methods and devices seem most promising
as an instrument for passing judgment. Evaluation of services of the school
library is undertaken here with this concept in mind, and with the conviction
that in many school situations it becomes the responsibility of school library
supervision to provide stimulus and guidance to effect comprehension of this
concept and to identify learning experiences through which such values as
desirable attitudes, ways of thinking, appreciations, understanding, inter-
ests, abilities, and habits can be acquired.
As the supervisor works with school administrators, principals, teach-
ers, pupils, supervisors of instruction, and various lay groups in the com-
munity during the preliminary stages of the evaluation program, he endeav-
ors to find answers to questions typical of the following:
1. What are the objectives of the school? Are they realistic, i.e.
based upon an understanding of social issues and needs in human
growth and development? Have they been developed by the staff?
Have principles been formulated to give guidance in the appli-
cation of the objectives? Do pupils know what these objectives
are, and do they know what the school is trying to do?
2. What is the school organization?
3. Is the curriculum an outgrowth of community needs, and is
there continuous curriculum planning? Is the curriculum
functional for the pupils -- designed to give meaning to
their experiences in their particular environment?
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4. What is the school enrollment, and what is the socio-economic
background of the pupils and the community?
5. How many faculty members are there and what is the faculty
load?
6. What are the prevailing methods of teaching in this particular
school, and is there anything in the school's program which
indicates "academic" vs. "non-academic" subjects and "half-
credit" or "full-credit" subjects?
7. How are pupils and teachers scheduled?
8. What is the school's concept of work? Is there any indication
that it draws lines of distinction in appraising the intrinsic
worth of different types of work, e. g. intellectual, manual,
or otherwise ?
9. What concept has the school administration of school
librarianship ?
10. What is the school- community relationship?
11. Is there a well organized guidance program in the school?
12. What is the principal- superintendent, principal-teacher,
teacher-librarian, teacher-teacher, and teacher-pupil
relationship?
13. To what extent can the physical facilities of the school pro-
vide opportunities for achieving its objectives?
Answers to questions of this nature seem to have more validity when de-
rived from several sources, conferences with the superintendent, the prin-
cipal, the librarian, supervisors of instruction from local and central
offices; individual and group conferences with teachers, parent-teacher
groups; observation of student behavior and of the general atmosphere of the
school; and notation of remarks made by pupils, teachers and lay-people in
the community. The importance of this information can hardly be over-
estimated as it may well serve as the determinant factor for next steps in
evaluation procedures.
It is not too unusual to find that the school's stated philosophy has not
grown out of a study of the needs of its pupils; that school administrators
and principals show more concern for getting the school rated than for help-
ing pupils to meet their needs and that even librarians are not too unim-
pressed by quantitative standards. So atypical is a situation which provides
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opportunities for teachers to identify and evolve their own purposes, to plan
and work cooperatively on problems that have meaning to them, to know
what part good leadership can play in the utilization of resources, and to
plan and carry through an attack on real issues that one can never assume
that the proper environment for evaluation exists.
No two school situations are identifical; thus, of necessity, there is con-
siderable variation in the specific objectives of schools and/or libraries.
Evaluation of services of the school library should consider specific objec-
tives as well as its long-range goals, and in each case there need be no
fundamental difference in the methods and techniques used.
As has already been stated, the educational needs of youth taken from
Evaluative Criteria are being employed here as an example of what can be
done: (1) they need to learn to live with other human beings; (2) they need
to achieve and maintain sound mental and physical health; (3) they need to
learn to live in their natural and scientific environment; (4) they need sound
guidance; (5) they need to learn to think logically and express themselves
clearly; (6) they need to prepare for work, for further education, or for
both; (7) they need to learn to use their leisure well; (8) they need to learn
to live aesthetically. In the last analysis, the measure of the school library
is its effectiveness in contributing to their successful attainment.
Foregoing discussions have pointed out phases of the library program
which are more or less prerequisite to evaluation. There is nothing new
about this approach except perhaps it has not been used too effectively.
The fact that outlined methods and procedures ^ for evaluating the ser-
vices of the library have existed for some time is not enough. Much of the
courage, self-confidence, and "know-how" required of librarians and teach-
ers for the satisfactory use of these methods remain to be stimulated and
supplied by school library supervision.
The following library activities, coupled with the objective to which they
seem to lend most promise, have been employed with more than minimum
success in some evaluation endeavors:
1. They need to learn to live with other human beings.
The library reading room affords an excellent laboratory for
all members of the school family to work harmoniously together.
Respect for the worth and integrity of the individual regardless
of religious affiliations, economic circumstance, race, etc. is
mandatory.
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Is the librarian cognizant of the opportunities inherent in this
circumstance, and has she provided leadership for organizing
student library assistants, the faculty library committee, the
library club, and representatives from all student groups to
work out library policy?
Does the library provide opportunity for group living through
conference room activities, e.g. pupil-teacher study groups,
groups of students engaged in units of work, debating groups, etc. ?
And is as much freedom as can be exercised without infringing
upon the freedom of others always permitted, in an effort to
cultivate self-discipline in the library?
Does the librarian exemplify the best kinds of personal relation-
ship with pupils, teachers, and the principal? Does she admin-
ister and operate the library with smoothness and ease?
Are there ample materials on human relations, and are pupils
and teachers encouraged to read them for general information
as well as for classroom discussion?
2. They need to achieve and maintain sound mental and physical health.
If the library has concern for attaining this objective its physical
setting is of prime importance.
Are building materials and the color scheme of library walls,
furniture and floors such that cleanliness is facilitated, un-
pleasant effects of color monotony are minimized, and quiet
operation of the library in the performance of its many duties
is possible ?
Does the librarian make special effort to create the desire among
all pupils to keep the library attractive? Does she delegate res-
ponsibility to student library assistants for maintaining proper
ventilation and room temperature ?
Do teachers and librarians work cooperatively in special efforts
to prevent blocks to mental health -- by providing learning ex-
periences and materials that are appropriate for and comprehen-
sive to each student?
Is student behavior in the library effected through group discipline
as well as through self-discipline?
What leisure -time activities of a nonphysical- recreation type are
provided through browsing corners, the audio- visual room, and
a good collection of recreational reading materials to aid pupils
in satisfying their mental and emotional needs?
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Does the librarian work closely with teachers and the guidance
counselor to provide opportunities for discussion of personal
problems, health services in the school and in the community,
health insurance, and health hazards encountered in various
employment opportunities?
Is the librarian representative of good health habits, e.g.
eating in the school cafeteria, correct posture in sitting,
standing, and lifting; and does she encourage students to
show equal concern for such?
Has the physical development of boys and girls affected the choice,
purchase, and arrangement of library furniture, e.g. chairs and
tables of good quality and proper dimensions; floor lamps if and
where necessary; lounging chairs and table arrangement relative
to light?
Is there a wealth of materials on health and personal problems?
3. They need to learn to live in their natural and scientific environment.
Does the library maintain a file of community resources, both
human and natural ?
Does the librarian work closely with the science teacher and
the science club to encourage scientific exhibits of pupil pro-
jects, scientific discoveries, and prominent personalities in
the field of science?
Are filmstrips of scientific interests a part of the library collec-
tion, and are they made available to individuals as well as dis-
cussion groups and for classroom use?
Does the librarian work closely with the guidance counselor in
the interest of providing opportunity for pupils to discuss their
social problems, problems of civic interests; problems per-
taining to industry and employment?
Does the library provide up-to-date materials -- books, filmstrips,
periodicals, exhibits, and pamphlets -- on recent discoveries;
local, state, and national resources; transportation, communication,
food, and medicine ?
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Does the librarian provide space in the library for displays and ex-
hibits, and does she work cooperatively with teachers, class advisers,
officers of student groups, and community groups to the end that
displays acquaint students with interests and activities of the school,
of teachers, of students, and of the community?
4. They need sound guidance.
Is the librarian constantly engaged in a program of reading guidance,
employing her knowledge of the reading program in the school; her
knowledge of backgrounds and abilities of as many individual pupils
as opportunities provide?
Does the librarian keep records of student projects; individual read-
ing records; anecdotal records of pupil behavior and growth? And
does she share these records with teachers and the guidance coun-
selor for whatever constructive use can be made of them?
Does the librarian seek advice from teachers, remedial reading
specialists, the guidance counselor, and the health service agency
in an effort to ascertain special material needs and information per-
tinent for reading guidance ?
Respect for public property, wholesome attitudes toward religious
and racial differences, and desirable group behavior are needs
which library opportunities in this area can provide.
Does the library collection consist of many up-to-date materials
on occupations, vocational guidance, personal problems, study skills,
etc. ?
Does the librarian encourage pupils to read widely in the field of
biography and in the content areas? Such materials provide inspi-
ration, information, and real life situations.
5. They need to learn to think logically and express themselves clearly.
Do teachers and the librarian work together in planning assignments,
and in selecting special materials to provide experiences for critical
thinking, for study skills, and for discussion groups of many kinds?
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Does the librarian encourage book reviews in assembly programs
and club activities? Does she organize book selection projects with
the library club, library assistants, teachers, and other groups and
individuals? Does she work with teachers in order to effect similar
projects in classroom activities?
Is instruction in the use of the library worked out by the librarian
and teachers in connection with units of work so that real learning
experiences for pupils result?
Does the librarian observe and make notation of oral remarks that
pupils make on materials read? Does she observe pupils in their
choice of relevant or irrelevant materials (as the case may be) from
a great variety that is made available to them?
Does the librarian delegate responsibilities to student assistants
that require judgment and critical thinking e.g. selecting all kinds
of materials for the library; library publicity; reference service;
preparing bibliographies; annotating books; and selecting materials
for the information file?
Does the librarian work with teachers in supplying materials for
units of work in various subject areas; for debating, and public
speaking ?
Does the librarian make special effort to keep teachers informed of
new acquisitions to the library? And does she encourage them to
use many kinds of materials in their classroom experiences?
Does the library collection consist of much graphic material --
maps, charts, diagrams, etc. -- and does the librarian work
with students and teachers to encourage students to use such
material?
Are library materials always placed where maximum use can be
made of them -- in study halls and classrooms?
6. They need to prepare for work, for further education, or for both.
How many student library assistants are there, and are provisions
made for rotating the duties in their schedule?
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Does the librarian recognize the significance of the concept which
accepts work as having intrinsic value, be it manual or intellecual;
remunerative or gratis? Does she instill an attitude of respect for
the interdependence of all workers; for work well done; and an apprec-
iation for the contribution of all workers in making society econom-
ically and socially healthy?
Does the librarian work with the counselor in order to help pupils
appreciate work that is done at the school as having significance
for life-work education?
Is there sufficient material on occupations, and does the librarian
solicit the advice of the guidance counselor in building this collec-
tion?
Does the librarian provide a manual of duties for library assistants?
and does she give close supervision to their work performance?
Does the librarian guide students into reading producer-consumer
literature ?
Does the library maintain a file of recent college bulletins and books
on choosing the right college? Are students urged to make use of
them?
Does the librarian, with the assistance of the guidance counselor,
maintain a file of work opportunities which the community affords,
e.g. industry, professional offices, business, schools, community
social agencies, and homes?
7. They need to learn to use their leisure well.
Does the librarian accept the philosophy which makes no marked
distinction between work activities and leisure activities? Does she
attempt through her work with library assistants, the library com-
mittee, and the library club to foster the idea that doing work in which
one finds genuine interest provides excellent opportunity for spending
leisure well?
Does the librarian have concern for providing much material on
hobbies; does she work with the photography club, the science club,
the choral group; does she encourage students to read widely in the
fields of fiction, drama, and poetry?
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Do current periodicals and books of fiction constitute a large portion
of the materials collection?
Does the librarian encourage the use of all other community library-
resources ?
Does the librarian call attention to special radio and television pro-
grams of worth?
8. They need to learn to live aesthetically.
The general appearance of the library --an attractive color scheme,
adjustable shelves which permit correct placement of books on them,
pictures on the walls, growing plants and the cleanliness of the room
make marked contributions toward meeting this need. Are students
made mindful of these possibilities?
Does the librarian work with teachers in home arts to the end that
good books are provided in this area; effective room decoration is
achieved; and beauty in personal attire is facilitated?
Does the library maintain for circulation and exhibit purposes works
of renown artists?
Does the audio-visual materials center consist of a large file of
recordings representing the world's outstanding music and musicians?
And are these records made available for maximum use?
Does the librarian seek to have pupils gain wide acquaintance with
many books on home decoration, landscaping and personal grooming?
Does the librarian make it a general practice of exhibiting the crea-
tive works of students and teachers?
Continuous work with librarians and teachers helping them to identify li-
brary activities that have high potential instructional value is a major portion
of evaluation to which supervision can make great contribution. Librarian
and, especially, untrained teachers assigned to the school library part-time
need much help in this area of service. There are many teachers in our
public schools who are "experts" on methods of teaching, but whose effec-
tiveness is depreciated by their limited familiarity with materials that have
interests for youth.
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Observations of educational practices in the library, much like obser-
vations of educational practices in the classroom, reveal many disparities
between professed ideals and actual behavior. There is educational opinion
which assumes that all learning is reflected in change -- either through
what pupils say and do, or through what they fail to say and do. -> Gathering
evidence of the extent to which actual learning has taken place as a result
of pupils having engaged in a variety of educational activities in the library
is perhaps the most difficult phase of evaluating its services. It means
collecting signs of changed behavior, both negative and positive, from many
types of records, rating scales, checklists, questionnaires, attitude scales,
observation schedules, and all sorts of formal and informal situations.
There is need for more definitive indications of the extent to which services
of the school library and classroom instruction make significant contribu-
tions toward achieving the purposes of education in American society than
the evaluation process thus far shows. Educational results and evaluations
of school library services must show growing concern for changes which
instructional experiences produce in individuals or for answers to such
questions as:
1. Are children growing in their ability to live and work together
toward common goals ?
2. Do they understand and appreciate the ideals of American demo-
cracy, recognizing its imperfections yet always striving to
develop objective attitudes in an attempt to achieve its ideals?
3. What attitudes do teachers show when student opinions differ
from theirs ?
4. Do students show concern for what constitutes fair play in
situations where conflicts arise? What are their attitudes
toward this world-shaking issue of majority and minority?
5. In respect to athletic activities, do pupils exhibit signs of
good sportsmanship whether they win or lose?
6. To what extent do students understand the purposes of
physical activity; their own bodies and bodily functions;
their responsibility to the family, friends, and to society
for maintaining a high degree of physical and mental
proficiency?
7. What premium do pupils place on physical endurance, poise,
agility, skill in muscular coordination, relaxation and rest?
8. Are students sympathetic in the presence of suffering and
indignant in the presence of injustice?
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9. Do students show increasing concern for matters of social, economic
and civic importance? Are they spending money wisely and becom-
ing more skillful in doing some type of useful work?
10. To what extent are students interested in becoming intelligent pro-
ducers and consumers of their natural environment?
11. Are youngsters growing in understanding their strengths and
weaknesses -- their capabilities and aptitudes?
12. Are they manifesting increased skill in accepting and weighing
opinions ?
13. To what extent are young people learning to use the tools of
learning in out-of-school experiences, e.g. reading, observing,
speaking, and listening?
It is recognized that the problem of evaluating services of the school li-
brary as outlined here has scarcely penetrated beyond the surface. Attempt
has been made to highlight the significant contribution which school library
supervision can make in this phase of its work. Because of the difficulties
inherent in its qualitative nature, it challenges school library supervision
as does no other responsibility to provide skill in defining goals, in inter-
preting the service to school administrators, in establishing standards, in
devising methods and techniques of evaluation, and in collecting evidence
of achievement in order that classroom instruction is improved, and that
the needs of youth are met.
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Chapter X
THE SUCCESSFUL SUPERVISOR
Robert B. Downs
The primary purpose of supervision is to accomplish certain ends. In
order to achieve those objectives, one must, for better or worse, work
through people. That is where the complexities begin, for as Charles Darwin
discovered in studying the origin of species a century ago, no two individ-
uals in the animal kingdom are ever exactly alike. If some way could be
found to function without people, life for supervisors and administrators
would be vastly simplified. But in that event, it is likely the supervisors
would not be needed either.
Assuming, then that people are here to stay, and we shall have to learn
to live with them, and perchance even to like them, it may be well to ex-
amine some of the trade secrets, the important principles of supervision
that may help to make the job easier.
1. Key- word number one is Availability. A top-notch supervisor should
never tuck himself away behind closed doors in an office, to be seen only
on formal appointment, made two weeks in advance. As a minimum, he
ought to maintain an open-door policy, allowing anyone who thinks he has
business important enough to bring to the boss 1 attention to walk right in
and get it off his chest. Inevitably, some of your time will be wasted by
bores, by people who stay too long and talk too much, but that does not de-
tract from the essential soundness of the principle.
Even better than the open-door policy is a circulation policy. How easy
it is to become bogged down in office routine, correspondence, and com-
mittee meetings, and never stir out of one's office. Either the staff must
come to you, like Mahomet to the mountain, or you never lay eyes on them.
Soon you are virtually strangers, a gulf of misunderstanding may grow up
between you, and the staff will be persuaded you have no interest in getting
acquainted with it or in its activities. Circulation involves some wasted
hours, as does the open door, but it also pays rich dividends. Get out and
visit the various divisions of your organization as frequently as possible,
get to know what individual members of the group are doing, be able to call
them by name, and observe operations at first hand. You will, as a con-
sequence, be a far more intelligent and efficient supervisor.
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In making yourself available, please forget the sacred cow called "chan-
nels. " If a member of your staff wants to talk to you, presumably he or she
wants you, and not one of your assistant supervisors. This does not imply
going over the heads of other persons in the chain of command, but it does
recognize the inalienable right of everybody in the organization to discuss
his problems with any administrative officer. The matter of decisions is
another question. "Channels" is a term taken over from government and
military circles, and it is an administrative convenience. But it should not,
however, be allowed to become a strait-jacket, with the Lowells speaking
only to the Cabots and the Cabots speaking only to God.
The principle of availability, of course, includes the willingness to lend
an ear. One of the supervisor's most essential duties is to be a good lis-
tener. Be prepared to hear sympathetically grievances of any kind, to lis-
ten to expressions of opinion as to how the organization might be improved,
and to ideas for new projects. And this means listen. It is extremely irri-
tating for a person with a definite problem to discuss to meet with his su-
perior officer, and then to have the conversation monopolized, with little
opportunity to present his point of view. Some administrators are so en-
raptured by the sound of their own voices that a conference with them is
likely to turn into a lecture. If the staff member is allowed to open his
mouth in such cases, there are so many interruptions, contradictions, and
questions that he cannot tell a connected story. Sometimes it is much more
rewarding to listen than to talk. There is always a possibility one will learn
something of value.
2. The second key- word, after Availability, is Recognition. The most
concrete form of recognition, naturally, is an adequate salary, with suit-
able merit increases, whenever the budget permits, and with status suitable
to responsibilities of the position. But, important as those things are, they
are not enough. The staff member almost invariably craves appreciation
and praise for a job well done. No salary check can ever fully take the place
of a sincere expression of commendation for one's accomplishments. The
knowledge that your work is valued by your superiors, that they realize your
performance is top-notch, and are grateful for your contributions to success
of the organization, is worth more than money can buy. This does not mean
fulsome and meaningless flattery, but genuine and intelligent appreciation,
with evidence that the supervisor understands what and why he is commending.
Properly used, praise is the most powerful tool at the supervisor's command
for getting a job well done, and for maintaining high morale. People are
important to themselves, and should always be considered as individuals,
not as cogs in a big machine. It is never amiss to build up their egos, and
to increase their pride in themselves and their work. A word of praise
brings a lift, a feeling of happiness, and a brightness to days that might
otherwise be dark and discouraging.
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A basic side of recognition, of course, is to give credit when credit is
due. The administrator or supervisor who attempts to claim sole credit
for new ideas, successful innovations, a smooth- functioning organization,
and all other achievements, is probably nursing a large inferiority complex.
He certainly will not win the esteem or loyalty of his associates. After all,
he is only one member of a team, and a successful team requires the coop-
eration of every player.
There have been cases of administrators who deliberately refused to em-
ploy persons with educational or other qualifications superior to their own,
for fear of being overshadowed and outshone. Such an attitude is completely
ridiculous. The more outstanding people one can have in an organization,
the more brilliant it will appear to the world at large, and the more glory
will be reflected on the persons at the top. Go out and find the very best
staff members procurable, stimulate them to produce their best work, en-
courage them to be fertile with ideas, to use their talents to the utmost
advantage of the organization, and then give private and public recognition
of their contributions.
One of the greatest university librarians we have ever had in the United
States scarcely ever had an original idea. He was extra-ordinarily skillful,
however, in surrounding himself with able colleagues and building upon their
ideas. He could sort out the sound from the faulty, or "screw-ball, " pro-
posals, and then bring his administrative ability to bear to put the good ideas
into effective operation. Thus by full utilization of the talents of capable
associates, he not only developed a great library, but in the process estab-
lished an international reputation for himself. Because he never hesitated
to accord full credit to everyone associated with him, the widespread res-
pect, loyalty, and devotion among those who have worked with him are truly
remarkable.
3. After Availability and Recognition, the third key principle in super-
vision is Responsibility. In an organization of any considerable size, it is
a physical impossibility for any one person to keep tab on every detail of
operation, no matter how efficient or hard-working he is, or how many hours
he spends in his office. Even to attempt such perfect control is inviting a
nervous breakdown, not only of the supervisor but also of his staff members,
for he will drive them crazy, too.
The alternative is for the supervisor to assign as much authority and res-
ponsibility as may be needed. If one has followed the policy recommended
of appointing the most highly qualified people one can find and can afford,
it would be an injustice to them not to give them free rein to get their work
done in their own way. Perhaps the point can be illustrated by citing two
horrible examples. There was the university librarian who had an insatiable
love of detail and routine. He would go into the catalog department and per-
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sonally inspect every card being produced. He went to the marking division
to check on bookplates and call numbers. In the acquisition department, he
ran through the records of books being ordered and examined those received.
Similar procedures were followed in the circulation, reference, periodical,
and other departments. Staff members soon gained the impression that he
was spying on them, and lacked faith in their judgments. They lost respect
for him as well as confidence in themselves.
Another illustration is the case of the director of one of the nation's
principal university libraries, with a large staff, a book collection of more
than a million volumes, and an annual budget well in excess of a million
dollars. He, likewise, was convinced that this great organization would
fold up and collapse if he didn't keep a finger on everything that went on.
Books requested by departmental librarians for transfer from the main li-
brary, for instance, were rolled in on a truck for the director's personal
inspection, to decide whether the transfer would be approved. He regularly
worked twelve to fourteen hours each day, trying to stay on top of the moun-
tain of routine that constantly threatened to engulf him. Meanwhile, there
was no time left for important faculty contacts, for getting acquainted with
his staff, for the formulation of broad plans for the library's future develop-
ment, for participation in the activities of professional associations, or for
filling the leadership role expected of a person in such a major position.
So we come back to the alternative: Find the right person and make him
responsible for getting the job done. It is probable that he will reed direc-
tion and guidance, especially at first, but if he is competent, he should be
able to carry on without minute checking. Force him to stand on his own
feet, to make routine decisions without taking the supervisor's time, develop
his self-confidence. Like an orchestra, every member has an instrument
or a part to play, while the supervisor's job is to wield the baton. If there
is a sour note, it will soon be evident where it is coming from and corrective
measures can be taken. Much more disastrous it would be for the director
to take over and attempt to play all the instruments by himself. There will
be much noise, but little harmony.
The best library system, or any other type of organization, is the one
which requires a minimum of supervision. This condition can be brought
about by proper delegation of authority and responsibility. Where it exists,
it is a sign that the right people have been found for the right jobs.
The fourth key- word in the supervision vocabulary is Information. "Com-
munications" is a term much in vogue these days, and it has some very
practical applications to supervision. All of us like to feel that we are on
the inside and that we know what is going on. We want to have a sense of
belonging, to feel that we are partners in an important enterprise, that we
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belong to an institution, and it belongs to us. Therefore, we have a keen
desire to be kept informed of its progress.
Actually, this is a two-way street. Not only should staff members know
about policies, plans, changes, new programs, and other matters which may
affect their own positions; it is equally essential for the supervisor to learn
about the problems and needs of staff members. Without such two-way
communication, misunderstandings, misinformation, false rumors, and
poor esprit de corps are inevitable.
The practical machinery for getting information back and forth may take
various forms. If the supervisor makes himself available as much as pos-
sible, a great deal of communication will take place through individual con-
ferences. Individuals can also be given urgent messages by form letters.
To reach larger groups, frequent staff meetings are desirable, providing
there is ample time for give-and-take discussion. Staff committees to deal
with matters of concern to the organization serve a similar purpose. Another
excellent medium is a staff news organ, preferably run by the staff rather
than by the administration. A well-edited, newsy staff bulletin will be read
by everyone. It can be used for official notices and announcements, but its
principal function is to carry news of staff activities for example, any
honors received by members, offices to which they have been elected, par-
ticipation in professional societies, and such personal items as births,
marriages, vacations, and anniversaries. There should be a reporter or
correspondent in every division or department to make certain no one gets
overlooked.
5. The fifth key-word is Loyalty. If you expect loyalty from your asso-
ciates, you must be loyal to them. Nothing will win the support and coop-
eration of your staff faster than the knowledge that you have their interests
at heart. When the members deserve salary raises or promotions it is the
supervisor's responsibility to go all out to obtain them. If the staff's status
is unsatisfactory, work to get it changed. Whenever possible, try to im-
prove working conditions, such as providing adequate light, ventilation,
comfortable furniture, pleasant rest rooms, staff rooms, and coffee breaks.
Be prepared to fight for liberal vacations, holiday allowances, sick leaves,
study leaves, and generous retirement arrangements.
In connection with promotions, it is excellent policy, in my opinion, to
promote from within, insofar as practicable. When vacancies occur, why
save the choicest plums among staff positions for newcomers from the out-
side, if you have equally competent persons in line for promotion already
in the organization? We have doubtless come to know the weaknesses of
those with whom we associate regularly, and are not always so conscious
of their strong qualities. The outsider doubtless has some weaknesses,
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too, that we do not learn about until later. Of course, one ought to guard
against excessive inbreeding on a staff, and an infusion of new blood from
time to time is wholesome. But the principle stands.
6. Number six might be termed Flexibility. The supervisor's or ad-
ministrator's backbone does not have to be made of rubber but a certain
amount of compromise or flexibility in one's makeup will accomplish won-
ders in oiling the administrative wheels. Too much rigidity, too many
arbitrary rules, the insistence that there is only one way to do a thing,
kills ambition and initiative, paralyzes new ideas, and may easily cause a
staff to go dead. If a staff member wants to reorganize a reading room,
prefers to take a vacation in January instead of July, asks for a leave of
absence for further professional study, try to see his point of view, and if
it appears reasonable, feasible, and for the good of the organization, try to
arrange it. Some supervisors seem to get hardening of the mental arteries
early in life, and become increasingly uncompromising and inflexible. In
a way, the maintenance of the status quo is the easiest, simplest kind of
administration, but it won't bring any growth or progress.
7. Number seven might be called Decisiveness. This is the place where
starch in the spine is essential. The successful supervisor must have the
ability to arrive at a decision. The supervisor who procrastinates and vac-
illates, who blows hot one day and cold the next, who never seems able to
make up his mind, is likely to be completely ineffective in leading and di-
recting other people. A general with that attitude would never win a battle,
regardless of the quality of his army. There have been administrators for
whom it was excruciating to have to act, who struggled for days over a minor
decision, and then having made it, lay awake nights wondering whether they
had decided correctly. That's the way ulcers are born. These individuals
should never have been given supervisory responsibilities in the first place.
This is not to suggest that everyone should play the big-shot executive,
making decisions with split- second, machine-gun rapidity, under terrific
pressure. It does propose sensible, reasonable decisions, made with a
fair degree of promptness, on the basis of sound information, advice from
one's colleagues, and such study as may be indicated. If one cannot operate
in that fashion, the probabilities are that he is misplaced as a supervisor.
The decisions most often regretted are those made hastily, without con-
sultation and without fully informing all concerned. Those are the decisions
most apt to be half-baked and to bring a kick-back. Generally the advice
of good committees will be found helpful, unless they are too much domi-
nated by persons with axes to grind. And, by the way, if the administrator
makes a bum decision, he shouldn't attempt to place the blame on subordi-
nates. He is the boss, and is being paid to use his judgment and to take
responsibility.
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There are, of course, other aspects of supervision worthy of discussion,
but the seven mentioned are among the most fundamental, that is: Avail-
ability, Recognition, Responsibility, Information, Loyalty, Flexibility, and
Decisiveness.
H. K. Tootle records a definition which describes the ideal toward which
every administrator and supervisor should aim. It is entitled "The Good
Boss. " It states, "You will know the good boss by the pleasant atmosphere
throughout his office, his division, or his section. He gives credit ungrudg-
ingly, frankly, and openly where credit is due. He inspirits his employ-
ees with his own enthusiasm. Anyone under him can come with a problem,
business or personal, with the feeling that he will be encouraged or helped.
He knows how to give out the work fairly and how to value it when completed.
He does not drive his people; he leads them. He knows the job thoroughly
and the ability of his workers. He is alive to new methods and is eager to
try out those presented by others. He makes careful progress reports on
employees. He keeps nothing secret that, within limits of company policy,
he can reveal to stimulate interest. He trains conscientiously, promoting
as soon as he can. When employees deserve it, he fights to get them more
money. He upgrades with pleasure and demotes with sorrow. He is genial
and friendly, but at all times conscious that the command and responsibility
are his. He keeps himself free of routine that he may cope promptly with
the unexpected. "1
Such a paragon may seem unattainable in this imperfect world, but
there are such people, and all of us with administrative and supervisory
responsibilities should do our best to emulate them.
REFERENCE
1. Tootle, H. K. : Employees Are People. New York, McGraw-Hill,
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SUMMARY OF GROUP DISCUSSIONS
The several discussion sessions served to underline points made by the
Institute speakers, to bring forward some ideas not previously mentioned,
and to describe practical applications found successful in situations fami-
liar to the participants.
The most recurrent theme in the discussion period, centered around the
problems of school library personnel. The difficulty of recruiting adequate-
ly trained librarians was, as might be expected, a paramount and persis-
tent concern. Many thought that the most satisfactory solution appears to
depend on the provision of legislation requiring that each school librarian
have a minimum amount of training in library science at the undergraduate
level. Many pointed out, however, that the exertion of such a pressure upon
superintendents and principals -was unrealistic if there were only a few
places where library science training could be procured.
Consequently, the group felt that elementary courses in library science
should be widely available. There was a general agreement that such
courses should be offered in colleges and teacher training institutions in
each state. Also, that these courses should be available through extension
in strategically located centers throughout each state, and with classes
scheduled for late afternoon, evening, and on Saturdays.
Recruitment of good teachers within the elementary schools was discussed.
Almost all teachers within a given time must further their professional
training. It was pointed out that this training could be taken in library sci-
ence and that this opportunity be brought to the attention of teachers having
an interest in the library. Those encouraged to take training, it was
stressed, should be among the best teachers and not those wishing "to re-
tire into librarianship. " A number of specific examples of successful re-
cruitment by this device were mentioned.
The group felt that recruitment could also take place among the under-
graduate students who are required to take materials courses in order to
fulfill teaching certification demands. High school and college counselors
have in recent years been directing young people into consideration of ele-
mentary school training. These young people, it seemed to the discussants,
provided a potentially fruitful source. The oft- repeated charge was again
made that library school faculties are discouraging students from entering
school librarianship, particularly elementary school library work. This
was vehemently denied by representatives of the library schools in atten-
dance, testifying that library school faculty members try to counsel stu-
dents according to their abilities and interests.
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The discussion revealed a wide variation in the training requirements re-
quired for those who were engaged in library work either full time or as a
part-time teacher-librarian. Supervisors from some of the better develop-
ed school library systems were surprised to learn that in some areas teach-
ers with no library science training whatever, are being used in library
positions. Supervisors from those states with somewhat lower standards,
replied that, while all deplored the situation, the lack of trained people pro-
vided no alternative. Despite this variation in actual practice there was
positive agreement from all concerned on one point: that school librarians
must have library training and, if possible, experience as teachers in addi-
tion.
The foregoing discussion led to a consideration of in-service training as
a responsibility of supervisors. The many comments revealed that setting
up such training was a wide- spread practice, but mostly for the teachers
assigned to libraries, who had had little or no training in library work.
The instances were rare where an in-service training activity could be con-
ducted at relatively advanced levels. Even where the groups are mixed,
containing fully trained librarians and those without training, it appeared to
be common practice to plan the activities for the lower rather than the higher
end of the scale.
Of the in-service training methods that were used the one-day workshop
or institute appeared to be the most common. These one-day sessions are
generally limited to a fairly small geographical area although in some in-
stances as many as two or three counties are represented. It is a practice
in many states to include school superintendents and principals, in an effort
to help them to become aware of the problems of, and to awaken their in-
terest, in the work of the library. The representatives from Alabama re-
ported that in recent years they used successfully book selection projects
which are set up in individual schools during the year. In these, the teach-
ers and librarian, work together determining the book needs of the parti-
cular school and selecting materials to be purchased during the year. For
all in-service training activities, it was pointed out that the initiation of
them usually came from the state supervisors, although there were several
examples of these activities being developed by local supervisors especially
in the larger cities.
The discussion on minimum training also led briefly to the problems of
satisfying the school teacher who wanted graduate library science credit for
undergraduate courses in library science, or for courses which were taken
in the College of Education. The consensus was that a firm stand on the
part of all administrators of library schools and all library supervisors
was the only solution' emphasizing that graduate library science credit can
be earned only through the satisfactory completion of graduate library sci-
ence courses.
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The second of the over-all discussion topics had to do with the selection
and acquisition of library materials. A collection of materials was recog-
nized as the starting point for the entire library program in the school. A
well- conceived and executed program of services and activities cannot suc-
ceed if there is not an equally well-planned and available collection of books,
journals, films, recordings, pictures, slides, and film-strips as a found-
ation.
It was pointed out that size of the book stock alone was not a paramount
factor. A collection of 50, 000 volumes would be worthless if it was not re-
lated to the interests, purposes, reading skill, and capacity of the school
child. Thus practical and literal study of the actual needs of the child and
his community in specific schools is the first basis for selection of mater-
ials.
While school library supervisors have final responsibility for the over-
all development of the libraries in their charge the role of the individual
school librarian is full and essential. Experience has shown that the most
is accomplished when the supervisor actually assists the librarians by
thoughtful counseling and through the provision of selection aids and tools.
There are many states and cities which limit acquisitions to specified
titles from published lists of approved materials. When so stipulated by
law, states originate lists to enable schools to receive state aid, and cities
issue lists as a basis for soliciting legally required bids. The purpose is to
protect school librarians from special interest and pressure groups, from
censorship, and to ensure conformance to local prohibitions of materials
on such subjects as sex education, religion, and political ideologies. The
supervisor's office, it was pointed out, as often responsible for the com-
piling of approved lists and thus can influence collection development to a
considerable degree.
Even where they are not legally required, approved, or at least anno-
tated lists of new materials frequently are issued by the supervisor. As a
basic selection tool, the Children's Catalog published by the H. W. Wilson
Co. , was universally recognized as an indispensable aid. It appeared that
use of the pre-bound reinforced books is increasingly popular. So much so,
the supervisors present felt, that availability in reinforced binding should
always be indicated in book lists. As for budget provision for books testi-
mony revealed a range from 32 cents per pupil to 75 cents in large cities,
and $2. 68 or more in smaller cities and towns.
There was agreement that the main role of the supervisor in the selec-
tion of library materials should be advisory, aiding the librarian to procure
a collection of sufficient size and variety that classroom teachers could have
a wide choice. The result is to broaden both teacher and student. It was
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pointed out that ephemeral materials available to schools at little cost, if
carefully selected, will eke out an otherwise inadequate book fund.
Some discussion was held regarding suitable action when the use of some
types of materials, such as sex instructional materials, were limited by
school policy; is it still the right and responsibility of the librarian to buy
for the library material which the classroom teacher could not easily use
or give to her students? Most of the group felt that the supervisor should
be able to work with the teacher, regardless of prescribed material areas,
so as to help provide as rounded a choice possible of library materials for
all students.
Another aspect of building a balanced collection was the ability of the
teacher to handle and know all the materials necessary to teach effectively.
Here the group felt that one of the most important accomplishments of the
supervisors was the setting-up and maintenance of committees represent-
ing teachers and administrators who would work together for a well-rounded
selection program. In this way, it was noted, the idea of books for students
versus books for the library could be overcome so as to allow for maximum
utilization of all materials for all phases of the teaching program. The
group felt that most teachers are as capable of handling the necessary ma-
terials as are most school librarians. The problem is how to approach the
over-burdened teacher, to whom library responsibilities are still in many
places just another extra workload. In some school systems, pre-school
workshops and conferences have helped to bring about improved librarian-
teacher relationships. In any school more understanding of and considera-
tion for the workload of the teacher would help bring about better library
usage and more successful selection and cooperation policies.
Stimulated by the paper on censorship, problems surrounding censor-
ship actions and their effect on school collections were thoroughly aired.
As some members of the group felt that school policy was determined and
stated by the school board and that the librarian's imvolvement would be
slight, a poll of the conferees was taken. This revealed that, in actuality,
only four of the school systems represented had prepared such statements
or policies. Despite this evidence one member of the group pointed out
that the school superintendent would always be the first to be approached
with such problems, and thus top level action would be taken which would
still eliminate the librarian's involvement with basic attacks until policy
was formulated. The majority felt, however, that some stand must be
taken ahead of time so as to reduce tensions and misunderstandings, and
the possible interference with the normal operations of the library.
Several examples were given of incidents where libraries and librarians
were directly concerned in censorship actions. In Alabama, an attempt
was made to force labeling of all "subversive" books in the school libraries.
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Fortunately, this idea was abandoned in view of the disproportionate expense
and detail involved. In another state, action took the form of personal at-
tacks on an English teacher, elsewhere the inclusion of different versions
of the Bible in the school library was criticized. Many of the group felt
that behind these incidents was the failure of librarians, as professionals
in the field of book selection and use, to take the whole publicparents,
community organizations, mass media- -into their confidence. Wider under-
standing of the educational uses of all types of materials would minimize
the possibility of censorship and unwarranted interference in school ma-
terials selection.
The third main topic of discussion considered the way the supervisor
supervises. Though the school library supervisor has, potentially, great
power and influence, these are brought to fruition only in the way the super-^
vised respond to the supervisor's leadership. Both the science and the art
of command must be understood and mastered.
In developing a supervisory program two basic considerations were devel-
oped. First of all the supervisor must realize that a succesful program be-
gins with accepting the individual librarian as he is. The supervisor will
find that she has great variation in ability, interest, experience, and train-
ing among the personnel assigned to her. There will be librarians who have
been in the same school for many years and others who have the educational
qualifications but who are just beginning.
Accepting this first principle, a good supervisory program emphasizes
that there is no single formula for a successful library program. Even in
a large system a good library must operate in the framework of its individual
school. General recommendations should be made, but must always be a-
dapted to particular school needs.
A manual of general practices may prove to be a helpful device for the
supervisor in the development of a good system-wide library program. The
manual can detail the practices, but should emphasize the need for each li-
brarian to select those which will assist him in giving the finest service to
the students and faculty of his school. The manual should be suggestive,
but not regulatory.
A library supervisor must develop close personal relationships with
librarians, principals, and teachers. The supervisor is a director of a
department as well as a supervisor. He may become defender of a cause
(when he fights for the philosophy of the centralized library or works with
an architect) or buffer between librarian and principal (when settling a
point of minor irritation, such as a late lunch hour). It is the obligation
of the supervisor for the sake of morale and prestige of the staff to do all
in his power to keep the librarians' status on a level with the rest of the
educational group.
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A good supervisor improves as the program grows. Rarely is it possible
for library school curricula to have included preparation for all the diverse
and varied activities and decisions with which the supervisors may be facdd.
To meet these challenging situations the supervisor must rise to the occa-
sion and thus broaden his scope of duties and activities. It may be setting-
up a school library, cataloging, meeting with the guidance director to coor-
dinate library and guidance activities, arranging for education week exhibits,
or talking with teachers about utilization of library facilities to mention a
very few.
The supervisor should provide a challenge as well as guidance for the
staff but they should be encouraged to make decisions for themselves.
Group leadership is most effectual when work and leadership are allocated
to members of the group. The supervisor's authority comes from her abil-
ity to see that decisions derived from group planning are carried out. Group
conscienceness is best attained when the librarians have a feeling of depart-
ment achievement as well as being a definite part of each school. Praise,
if used discriminatingly, will help to build morale and stimulate growth.
Supervision may also become most effective through individual as well
as group conferences. Individual conferences will allow a librarian to ana-
lyze his own problems and to feel that his opinion is respected. Where def-
inite conclusions can be reached from suggestions of both librarian and
supervisor conferences can be a means of growth for both. Careful prep-
aration and planning are essential to all supervisory conferences.
One member described the supervisor as primarily a "trouble-shooter
and general liaison officer. " This definition, however, was not acceptable
for, it was pointed out, it failed to emphasize the positive and initiating
aspects of good leadership. These latter find expression in the develop-
ment of a strong library program.
The peripheral activities of the supervisor were also noted with the values
to the library and the school deriving from these activities :- countless infor-
mal (and uncalculated) contacts, attendance at professional meetings of ad-
ministrators and teachers, participation in school institutes, meetings, and
committees over and above those bearing directly on the library, formu-
lation of in-service programs for teachers, and appearances before parents
and other citizen groups.
This led to several statements pointing out the need for all school librar-
ians to go outside the walls of their own professional group and attend meet-
ings other than their own: meetings of school administrators, meetings of
teachers, meetings of parent-teacher groups at national, state, and local
levels, so that their problems, interests and activities will be recognized
and identified as part of the whole broad picture of education. As a specific
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application the group stressed the need for school librarians to write and
publish more widely in the professional journals of administrators and
teachers.
Finally one of the participants pointed up that in planning for good school
library supervision these preparations seemed important:
1. To know the school system; to know what is being done in other
departments so as to help the librarians correlate their work
with that of the other departments.
2. To know the librarians, their personalities, interests, abilities
and weaknesses; to be prepared to help them overcome weak-
nesses and develop latent talents.
3. To be readily available for conferences; to be as close as the
telephone so any problems or misunderstandings may be aired
quickly and not allowed to grow with contemplation.
4. To visit the libraries frequently; to become thoroughly familiar
with the various school situations.
5. To be informed about curriculum, in-service programs, status,
retirement, and many other things in order to answer questions
intelligently.
CONCLUSION: AN ESTIMATE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT
From the standpoint of group dynamics the participants in the Institute
comprised a relatively homogeneous body. Most of them were in respon-
sible supervisory positions, indeed, several of the participants are among
the country's outstanding practitioners in this field. Most of the group
have been active in professional activities, in the American Association of
School Librarians, the American Library Association, and in several state
school library associations. Many of the participants have held high ranking
offices in both state and national professional organizations.
The group were experienced conferrees. They brought with them an
understanding of the limitations of the conference method, but also an appre-
ciation of its possibilities. They were particularly adept in knowing how to
exploit these possibilities to the fullest. The Institute's participants became
a cohesive group very early in the three-day period. Their commonality of
professional interest, the relative uniformity of their experience, and the
seriousness of their intention, all contributed to this quick melding into a
spirited but unified whole.
As has been said before in similar circumstances, the sponsors of the
Institute had created a situation making it possible for a group of profes-
sional people with common interests and common problems to talk about
them. The talking in this particular instance was fruitful and can be sum-
marized as in the following paragraphs.
The first result was the affirmation of a group identity among school li-
brary supervisors generally as well as among those present. Such identity
was obviously not new to this Institute, but its nature and dimensions as
well as its positive character were seen more clearly and specifically as a
result of the close association during the three-day session.
Secondly, and an extension of the first, the participants had an awareness
of a common purpose as well as common problems in their work. They saw
clearly that these purposes and problems were the same across the country,
in Alabama and Oregon, in Arkansas as well as in New Jersey. They also
became aware that the purposes, and the problems, were the same regard-
less of the size of the unit in which they work, whether it be state, or county,
or consolidated school district, or small city.
The third result of the talking was a salutary sharing of experience. The
exchange of successes and failures helped to answer specific questions and
to remove particular doubts. There was a lively exchange of information
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about techniques and aids. These bits of knowledge began to fit into the
whole as the meeting progressed. In this connection the lack of printed ma-
terial in this field was sharply underlined.
Fourth, the participants discovered that they were engaging cooperative-
ly, in this Institute, in an experience in which they were teaching each other.
In many ways, it was an example of an almost ideal democratic educational
situation: each participant contributed according to his ability, and each
gained according to his need.
Fifth, and last, recognizing that any educational experience will bring
about a change in those so engaged, this particular experience changed the
Institute members in at least three ways. Each went away with a strength-
ened purpose, going back to his job with somewhat clearer goals and strong-
er motivation. Each acquired an assurance that the supervisor's work is
essential to the development of good library service in our public schools.
Each also departed from the conference with greater confidence in his own
ability to do the job, having discovered that not even the best of them knew
all the answers, that what was bothering them was also bothering someone
else, and, in the mutual exchange of opinions and ideas finding that their
own were accepted and appreciated.
In summary, the papers bring out that the modern public school is be-
coming increasingly complex, not only in its services, but in its organiza-
tional pattern. This is a natural concomitant of the growth and complexity
of our population and social patterns. One of the results of such complexity
is a need for new personnel, specialists with particular skills and training.
The multi-school organizational pattern calls for supervisory personnel for
many of these specialist areas. Among these are school library supervisors,
School library supervisors are directly responsible for the proper organ-
ization of libraries in the schools under their supervision. The papers and
the discussion point out clearly that it is up to the supervisor to establish
the place of the library in the particular school system, to prove its need,
to defend it when necessary, and to get the material support for its oper-
ation. The Institute sessions clearly indicated that supervisors are res-
ponsible for the selection and training of library personnel, for advisory
and consultant service to the libraries in their charge, for the systematic
and fruitful development of collections of materials, for the defense of the
library against unreasonable censorship, and finally, for continuing eval-
uation of the several libraries' organization, housing, and services. Under-
lying all these was a continuing emphasis and importance attached to the
way the supervisor supervises. It was recognized that .while there is a
.science and a technique of supervision based on some fundamental princi-
ples of personnel administration, the conferrees also stressed art of super-
vision which is based on human and emotional responses to specific social
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situations. The successful supervisor is skilled equally in both the science
and the art.
It became increasingly clear during the Institute that the supervisor's
work in the final analysis is directed toward the child. The measure of a
supervisor's success is the way that the library contributes to the individ-
ual personality of each child. The final discussion period, centered on the
necessity of developing evaluation procedures, was not so much concerned
with such matters as foot candles of light, number of square feet per stu-
dent, or per capita expenditures for books, as with what happened to the
individual youngster. With this in mind, the Institute closed with a recol-
lection of a phrase from Bertrand Russell, "Reverence for human person-
ality is the beginning of wisdom, in every social question, but above all in
education. "
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